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"With Malice toward None, with Charitv for All. and with Firmness in the RigM."
VOLUME XVIII.

ROY,. HARDING COUNTY, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, November 530k, 1S2L.

No. 42.
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BOND ELECTION TO BE
ARMISTICE DAY, NOV. Uth.
HELD SATURDAY NOV. 12
(By M. Quad.)
I notice through, our county
The Village Board met last
Friday evening and called a spe papers that Mills celebrate Arcial election for Saturday Nover mistice Day Nov. 11th., in honmber 12th for the purpose of or of our, Nation's Soldier Dead.
voting for and against a School
This is a pleasing thought to
Bond Issue of $15,000 to comple- every true soldier and Ameriacn
te the Roy High School Building Citizen; when we stop to think
Every qualified voter of School that we are living under the best
District No. 3, formerly 33, can Government in the world. Envote at this election. The quali- joying the blessings of freedom
fications are that you must be at the sacrifice of the life of our
21 or more years of age, must patriots. The least we can do is
have lived in the State for 12 to honor those who gave their
months, in the County 60 days lives that we might enjoy these
and the precinct or School Distri- blessings. From, the beginning
ct 30 days. It is hoped that all of the world no good thing has
voters both men and women will ome to the world except through
come out and vote at this elec- the sacrifice of life.
tion and make the vote as near The human race - has passed
as possible unanimous for the out of paganism, and are still
seeking the higher plains of civ
bonds.
The amount tho small is nee ilization and enlightinent that is
ded to complete the school house gradually bringing the great,
at once. .:- the first issue was .human family into closer friend- not enough to complete the buil- - ship,
The late war has turned our
ding and it was the purpose to
finish the building with the Cou- old world upside down, and has
nty Debentures, but in' as much siiaken the confidence of our huas it will be months before the man race ; which can be overDebenture question is setted, the come by every individual doing
board felt it advisable to have his or her part in establishing
the election called nd vote the confidence, and bring prosperity
bonds and if the debentures went and sood will back to Our coun- through, then not issue the bon-- 1 try.
On Nov. 11th.. let us all forget
d
lint, in as much as the de- worries, business
our
they
tentnres were in question
troubles and join the people
thought best to have the bond
issue voted and ready if needed of Mills in making it a day of
as it will be impossible to com- rejoicing.
plete the school house with the
A blaze early Friday morning
present funds available.
It would be a great mistaKe to in the out buildings of the J. E,
stop on the new school house at Brown home caused quite a little
this time when it is near com- - excitement for a few minutes but
pie ted and the schools are need-- j Vas scon extinguished. The blazp
ins it so badly. If the issue is causrht from a spark where there
will be had been burning leaves the pre- voted
the school house
í
.
j:... y vious day and a spark blew into
occupancy
muiieuiaus-lTor
ready
some leaves along the fence in
after the holidays.
We can see no reason why any the alley. If it had not been disone should vote against this is- covered by the little son of V.H.
sue as every one knows it is a Anderson who sawthe blaze thru
necssity and that the school hou- a window, the home and all build
se must be completed and if the ings of the ' J.. E. Brown properissue is voted down it will be ne- ty would have beeen consumed.
cessary to immediately call another election and which will only Two big dances will be given
add extra expense to the tax each night of the Ladies Bazarr,
payers,
November, 23rd
and 24th., Eng- .
mi.
We hear some opposition to .. .
4.
t,....
nyy iiieaue
uie
the bonds on account of the in- d
Panish sPeakln? dance
creased taxation. This argument
wvy"
;uuw
consideraof
worthy
is scarcely
tion as $15,000 would only cau- '
W. II. Jordan of Mills was
se a levy of 9 mills to pay the
transacting
business in Roy
and
1
year,
in
off
amount
whole
the bonds are not due for 30 Thursday afternoon.
years and if we grow as We should it wil probably take less than ed, and have devised every pos2 or 3 mills to pay the whole sible means 0 complete it by the
thing off when it is due. The first of the year and now that
small amount of interest is al- you have an opportunity to help
most insignificant as they draw them, come out and vote for the
bonds. They have spent many
only 6 per cent interest,
The fine Hitrh School Building days without a cent recompense
will add to the value of your land on,the schools and. now that they
asK you to spend a few hours to
and town property many times
QUt &notf fw
b(mdg
more tnan tne sman increased do not disappoint them
Remember the election is Sat.
taxation will cost you. it
you therefore to vote for Nov. 12th., one week from today.
Everyone who can, must vot and
the bonds from your own finan- show
to the outside world that
cial standpoint.
we want the best schools in the
The School Board has worked state. Polls open from 9 to 5.
hard to get the building complet- - VOTE.
.
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LITTLE GIRL CALLED HOME LOYALTY SUNDAY SCHOOL. MIL AKD MRS. RU.WV BQlltL- - GOVERNORS PROXHUIMS
WAKE ENTEKTAINi .
CLASS ENTERTAINED
AS A LERuth Ames, dies after short IllGA! HOLIDAY.
The Loyalty Sunday .School
ness.
Mr. and Mrs. R...W .BouJwiiM
Class, wa entertained' last Tues- entertained about fifty of theih
fills Upon People of State to
The sad news reached Roy day evening atttey3Hs;.Weai!hV neighbors at a Halloween nnrtv
Observe November 11.
Wednesday morning that the erill home in the east part of last Saturday evig,afci;tt'9ir
little three year old daughter of town. After the regular routine oeaumui nome m neasent.view.
SANTA
Mr. and Mrs.. J. Mi. Ames had of business was taken care of neighborhood,
hjwim tr,in ,
i
The guests
passed away earliy Wednesday a number offganws- wer played"
morning at her home two miles and after which .aafifterj luncjteonj
holiday
call- sMe
and
east of town after an illness of was served by the hostess Mrs..
rrv
l
i
ujjun me peopje
to
ooserve
arrived&nd
only a few days with tüiat dread- Weatherill assisted! by Miss
the witches
immedi Jfte day. lite? pt'ediiniation fok-- .
;
ately begun
Pendleton.
ed malady "scarlet fever." Litand' bws :'
The Loyalty Glass is one of the reading the future life of those
tle Ruth as we all knew was taken ill only last Saturday and strongest classes in- the- baptist present
is ftlst approach- .Halloween garner of every- dfes. ing. 0f aU'theseemed to be improving: nicety Sunday School'and are
set a-work. They purchased a .enption which were plajntit'un- suddenly worse
when she
by custom-iacom- -'
to
late Monday evening and altho' new piano for the church and" til far into the mght.
memórate Jand' muxfcs in Ame- ,
Tfre Boulware home was.Hght-- can histary
everything possible that physi- have it over-oiahalf paid" for and
AlmMice Day h
and one destine(i t& hecome the
ed with
ians and loving hands could do have other: improvements-nrtnlH
i
r
nvoimf lJ.ilr anai
eir tho
was done for her, she passed a- - view for the church.
ulc a
most significant, for on tni
ITómer F:. Cooke), Piaster off the
way at L3G Wednesday morning
th.warritf-nationof che
ing.
Christian church will fill the pul- ubu mi uie ui iigiiw.
earth
tlteir
arms:
and
pit next Simday, both morsring made eyerj-thmlook as,.spcdcy up to
hopes anisand evening; The public is cor- as possible,
CARD OF THANKS.
.pirations dawned upon humanity
Fr0R1
In these dark hours of sorrow dially invited to near his; seron that: day, are of vital interest
llZi
was served by
and grief, we want to extend our mons.- ''
to
being of mankind now
n
tc .those present and to which and
ess
appreciation thru the
gamaiiona
to com,
Saijjif
to those who have been
was; a windy day all did ample justice.. The lunch
..& order that th
y b
so faithful and kind and aided and á northerner sweeniner down consisted of steaming hot-U- no fficiai restrictions u?Wi the
leepumoluij; pie, pick- - ám observance of Armistice Day
us in every way possible during the- streets- made considerable males
it. . siguíes, Ji.L ami
:1 vi rea Ij
aeaui
uuiiai
in New Mexico, I, MERR.TT C.
uie
extftangenands.
icare
our Little Darling Ruth Eliza- After the lunch was served BffiCIlÉM, Governor, '
herebv
the young folks- played games A,dnre and proclaim November
bth. Mav God spare you from
OVERSIGHT.
while their elders talked of the
the grief that we must bear.
' 192Í
Mr. and. Mrs. J. M,
TnincTTr'i?
We have just learned that we times of old and told Halloween
,A17 MllL lfA v
and; pranks of the
Ames and little Harold.
.
'
let a couple of news items get by stwtss-0 lo'r',1 "ohday in- the State
'a
us that are ot considerable im- - ago.
,
Mexico.
eAll
f'Xw
present
departed
for
their
'portance in the communities in
iiUaíy
e' ":"r ' iy
that
homes
votÁg
Ruth Elizabeth Ames was born UvWfc
late
a
hour
after
at
,
V
twi,
,,v,i
Amencan Legii-takcharge
near Argyle, Iowa April 1-- th,ipace on the 15th of lagt mom Mr; and Mrs. Boulware
exceíent, n,e
'
' the cercnomes of
the day:
entevtai.rters.
and here they are.
tnat
solemn tnnutes of gratitude
with her parents in 1920.. She
lie paid to our fteroic dead; that
was a ray of sunshine in the
TO ,,;e
METHODIST
PEOPLE1
nZ ZT
vith
home and was one of those sweet
NEW PARSONAGE
Bl'lLD
txu
111
1111
themselUUUU
who
endear
little girls
"'.iiv
McKinley Campbdl and Miss
'
mourn in g at the grave of the uñves to all who know them. She Mae Henderson were quietly
The Methodist Church are known American soldier to be
had been on earth just long e
nough to brighten her home and, Judfre3 home in loy Saturday making all the necessary pi- - buried at Arlington park, as this
rangements for their new minis- - imknown youth represents ";11 of
was always smiling and the the 15thImmediatly after the ter
Rev. Wihngsby. They have our boys who died in the World
oí
augh and smile
this dear wed(iing thev went to the home
little girl will not ony be missed of Mr. and Mrs Ncls Wetterhus, purchased three lots one block War, defending our country,
east of the Christian Church and'i "Í trust that all churches,
by the father, mother and little the brkes ai.ents where a
work on the parsonage will be lodges schools, social and civic
ombrother but by the whole
tous wedding supper was served,
unions,
munity. Little Ruth Elizabeth which was partaken of by a started at once. The new Church organizations, labor
will not be built untill next brotherhoods, and patriotic
took sick last Saturday evening ,
number of relatives of the
but all the arrangements ties will assist in arranging suit-wi- ll
with the scarlet fever, just as
m.nnm
be
made
for the building this able anddignified ceremonies for
.her little brother was getting up j Mr,
the Kriifl. iB
...
they
expect to gtart, that day.".,
and
trom a severe spell of the same .th&
flgt dattghter 0 Mr. and winter
',
malady .and on Monday evening Mrs. Wetterhus of northeast work early in the spring on it.
bronchial pneumonia set in and f Roy and is a fonTir student of
LITTLE HELEN. WEATHER-ILBAPTIST PEOPLE TO GIVE
the- httlespmt returned to its
HAS BIRTHDAY PARTY
the Rov shook She is an ac.
Maker m the early hours of Wed- - compiished young Iady and win THANKSGIVING PROGRAM
tiesday morning. Little Ruth make a h appybride for the iucky
Helen Weatherill was
leaves a sorrowing father, moth-- . groom
The Baptist people are making five years old last Saturday and
er and brother besides a host of Mr Campl)ell; the groomi is all the necessary arrangemnts in honor of her birthday her
relatives and fnends who mourn
or a fine Thanksgiving program mother invited a number of h?r
son of jXi Campbell a
wmcn
win oe given on vvecmes- - "iuc menus w u prseni in tne
liner resident of the mesa but
now living in Kentucky and is a day evening November 23rd. at afternoon and helo her celebráis
the Christian Church
her birthday. About twenty of
.
brother of IIenry Campbell of the church.
afternoon, undertaker I. C. Dodd the pleasant view neighborhood,
The earlier part of the even- - the little tots were present and
having charge of the funeral ar-;ig one of the b g that went ing will be given over to the regu had a splendid afternoon, romp-Ja- r
rangeraents and the funeral ser-- lo
porgram and then will come ing and playing and havingi
and
t the Germans
mon was preahed by Rev. Cook.
forms of amusements such Rood time. After two or three
other
man
n is a
the
of East Las Vegas, Local paster of exemp!iary habits and of the as a Post Office, drawings, etc. hours of play the tots enjoyed a
of the Christian Church of boys we
Lunch will be served through-- ! fine hrnch which had been Dre- are all proud of.
which both Mr. and Mrs. Ames
out
the evening by the ladies Pared by Helen's mother. Little
They will make their future
m . a me8 is aiaü home m
axe ineinueiii. nr..
R. Reeder farm and a fine time is promisd for Helen was the receiptant of a
R
.
,
ouperawnaeni 1 ne union
h 3re thev have al, thse who make it a point to be number of pretty presents which
ftf R
Sunday School of this place and rpniVHlf up housekeeping and present. Remember the date, she appreciates very much.
of which little Ruth was a mem are home to their many friends. Wednesday evening Nov. 23rd.
ber.
at 7.30 P. M.
The Floershiem Mer. Co., shipThe body was laid to rest in
Bowman-Weeped 80 car load of sheep to differ
the Roy cemetery immediately
J. D. Saddler a prominent law- ent markets last week. This is
after the funeral services Friyer
of Raton will be the princi on of the largest shipments of
Another wedding that slipped
day.
our attention was that of El by pal speaker on Armistice Day sheen that has lipen run do from
Mr. and Mrs. Ames have the Bowman
of the Pleasant View November 11th at the Mills cele - Roy at any ont time for several"
symphathy of the entire commu- neighborhood
months.
and Mrs. Edna bration.
nity in their bereavement. "
Texas,
Weed
Lou,
which also
of
j
P,ace on me lbin 01 last
SUNDAY SCHOOL CONVEN- - lt00K
jm0nth. We had noticed that
.
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trip to lexas but he always said
The fifth Sunday School Con- it was on
business, but we could
vention of Harding County was never leaiir.the. nature
of the
held at Mosquero Sunday Oct business
Wednesday
last
until
30th.- when he returned with his happy
A' large crowi ivas present and bride. ' '
much interest was shown in the
Mr. Bowman is a prosperous
S. S. convention work at least young
farmer east of Roy and is
Seven Sunday Schools were rep- a former
student of the Roy
resented in this Convention and Schools having graduated from
an interesting program was
the schools here a few years ago.
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Just received a new shipment
of hats and caps. Come in and
see them.
ROY TRADING COMPANY
A Prof itable Place to Trade.

w.?

0

2 yea

haPPy bride has made an excel-íIi- 'i
lent choice.
.
Mrs. Bowman the
Sec Vv tllA WflV hpr
nomolwa

pMO

Miss Ix)la Newman,
G. B. Hall,
Field Sec.

e. d.

pres.

man

Li ISSZi
raif
wi

The next convention will be'
held in Roy, at the U. SS. Jan.

comes'-

from an execellent family

This is the second venture of
29th.
wedlock by both the bride and
The new officers are planning groom and as they
are both
to make the conventions for the mmrr tira
non caá o lvnvhf íiifii
,
fining year more interesting!'
than those of the past.
life's
Every S. S. in Harding County "mJ
represented at our next conven- f riend
MVlu
on the Kidd farm northeast of
J. D. Wade, Pres. Roy after Nov. 1st!
Lola

!,.
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The Storage Eattery is the most delicate as
well as a very essential part of your car. Win-te- ii
is drawing near, and if your battery is not
in good shape it will freeze which will destroy
it. Better have us examine it and if needed
molí
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Newman. Sect
Rolen Barret is attending the
American Legion convention at
Kansas City this week and will
visit relatives in Kansas on his
way home.

The

Spanish-Americ-

an

can see

the making of happy homes in
the marriage of tkese two fine
couples and extends to them
their felicitations for a long and
happy wedded life.

F. S. Brown Motor Co.
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W atch Your Kidneys
That

"bad back" is probably míe

!

kidney.
It shows in a dull,
throbbing backache or sharp twinges
when stooping. You have headaches,
too, diray spells, a tired, nervous feeling and irregular kidney action. Don't
neglect it there is danger of dropsy,
travel or Bright's disease! Use Doan't
Ki&ney Pili. Thousands have saved
themselves more serious ailments by
the timely use of Doan't. Ask your
neighbor I
jrealc

A Colorado Case

A. Bruton, taxi
dermist and shoemaker, 24 Main
St., Delta. Colo.,
says: "My back
was lame and
hurt nía nhn
stooped. My kld- r9l tieya were dlsor-- 1
l XT'VUered and the
cretions
1 ral. The drinking
of Bnow water
was In
the m o u n tains
brought this
trouble on. I heard ot Doan's Kidney
Pills and tried them. Doan's benefited
me In every way and I haven't had
any symptoms ot kidney trouble tor
a Ionic time."
Cc Dou's a Any Store, 60c a Bos
T

f

ÍÉi

DOAN'S WAV

FOSTER -- MILBURN

The

to

CO. BUFFALO. N. Y.

Gone for Good.
"Now," wild the great magician,
rolling up hU sleeves to show tlmt he
had no concealed inechuiihim to de
ceive the eyes, "I sluill attempt my

Ftlystery of the

Silver Dagger
By RANDALL

PARRISH

Author of "The Strang
Cm of Cavendish

Illustrations by A. Weil
Ooprrlghl, br Randall Parrlah

CHAPTER

XIV

Continued.

22

"Philip Severn," he repeated slowly,
his glance wandering again to my face.
"You are a friend of Clement Brecken-ridg- e
Is that rlghtr
"Why, yes," In surprise. "I have
known him for some years."
"I thought so; I don't forget a face
often, but never heard your name before. I was waiting at the bank to see
Breckenrldge a few days ago, when
he came out with you from his private
office. He seemed very friendly. Well,
now, Mr. Severn, what's been takln'
place In here? Some hot fight, hain't

there?"
experiment."
His tone was friendly enough, and
Taking from his pocket n half dollar he said: "I shall cause this coin It was quite evident that my acquaintance with the banker had already
to diHHppeur utterly,"
given me a new standing.
ito saying lie loaned It to n friend.
"This Is the end of the Alva murder
and robbery," I said directly; "one of
NAME "BAYER" IS ON
the men Is dead, the other lies In
GENUINE ASPIRIN there senseless, while the money they
were after Is there also In a valise
Take Tablets Without Fear, if You untouched."
See the Safety "Bayer
"Good God! What money?"
Crow."
"So you didn't know about that,
even I Well, I'll tell you. Captain
s
It you want the true,
Alva was killed to gain possession of
Awttirln, as prescribed by physicians for a large sum which had been paid him
over twenty-on- e
years, you must ask for revolutionary purposes In Chile.
for "I'.ayer Tablets of Aspirin."
These fellows Inside found out about
The "Bayer Cross" Is stumped on such a payment having been made and
each tablet and appears on each pack- waylaid him. They had to kill him In
age for your protection against linlia order to get the money."
Hon. Advertisement.
"Who did It?"
"I am not quite sure, sergeant, but
To yourself
true, Is a threadbare I think Gaspar Wine committed the
old niax'm ; but one can't find talk murder. He plunged from a window
Hit the time.
and is lying dead down below there.
The other fellow Is still alive and was
who has no will of his going to share In the spoils.
The
You
own lias an Incurable malady.
know him, I guess, a Russian Jew by
the name of Waldron."
"Ivan Waldron, the Bed orator?"
"That's the man. I'll tell you the
story briefly; all that needs to be told
now. I had reason to suspect these
two and hid In that closet, where I
could overhear them discussing a division of the spoils. The two quarreled,
during which Wine was forced out
through the window. Then I got the
best of Waldron, Just as you fellows
tried to break In."
The sergeant looked about, plainly
never-failin- g

world-famou-

1

pei-so-

to guide me In the search.
There
were only two people to whom I could
turn for even a suggestion Krantz,
I
the banker, and Sarah Waldron.
doubted if either would reveal the
truth, but I could use the threat of
exposure against Krantz, and might
thus terrorize him Into revealing the
truth. I decided that If the girl did
not call me by phone before noon the
next day I would certainly exhaust
every effort to find her. She would
assuredly learn by that time what
had occurred, but, whether she so
desired or not, I was not willing to
let her drop out of my life. I would
learn,
at least, whatever Adolph
Krantz knew about her.
The hours dragged away bringing
no message,
the silence merely
strengthening my resolution and increasing my Interest. After a lonely
lunch, In which her face seemed ever
before me, I took a taxi and drove
direct to the bank. I crossed the
lobby, and approached a
A middle-age-d
desk rather doubtfully.
man glanced up from his work,
and listened quietly to my question,
examining my curd attentively.
"Ah, yes, United States consular
service I see. I regret to say that
Mr. Adolph Krantz Is nut in the bank
today.
out of town,
In fact he
possibly for a week. Yes, he left
rather suddenly for Washington. Perhaps you might talk with his secretary."
I hesitated, yet almost as quickly
deckled to see what might develop.
"I will if you please, for Just a
moment."
"Very good, sir.
The third door
down that corridor to the left. You
will find It ajar, I think; walk right
In."
I proceeded as he directed, the glass
partitions of the bank on one side, the
other divided Into small private offices, the equipment plainly handsome.
The third door stood partly open, giving me a glimpse within before I
ventured to enter. The place had far
more the appearance of a private library than a downtown business office. A woman was bending over the
further desk, busied at some work.
With heart beating somewhat faster
I ventured to open the door sufficiently wide to enter.
There was no one else present, but
her head Instantly lifted, and she rose
to her feet, with a quick smile, and
outstretched hand, coming directly toward me.
"Mr. Philip Severn, at last," she exclaimed pleasantly. "My faith Is rewarded."
"Your faith," I echoed, rallying from
my surprise at this greeting. "Then
"
you were expecting me?"
very
a
serious
never
have
felt
"I
Does that sound odd? Let
doubt.
marble-f-

loored

1
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Coasted
Notice thla delicious

flavor when you
smoke Lucky Strike

it's sealed in by
the toasting process

(IP At

Xwjyviet

tc in

iseline
rVfUS.Pat.Orf.

PETROLEUM JELLY

cuts,
all
and
sprains

For bums,

skinkritationsL

1

Relieves dryness

of scalp.

KEFU5E SUBSTITUTES

CGOKUHJGH IHG. CO.
iCUNIkMJOATItOI

State Street

New

York

VICTIMS
RESCUED

puzzled.
"I guess your word ought to be
good, Mr. Severn," he admitted. "Seeln'
aa who you are. You live In Washington?"
"Yes officially ; my home li In
Ohio."
"Where yer stopping here?"
I told hlra, naming the hotel at
which I was registered.
"All right, then. I'll look around a
bit; Morris, run down and call the
patrol; have 'em get that body down
out of there first when they come;
Kelly, you stay here, with Halsey at
the door."
I followed him and the fourth officer
Into the Inner office. It was a wreck,
but the sergeant took the scene in at a
glance and picked his way across to
the shattered window. The policeman
bent over the outstretched figure of
Waldron.
"How Is the cuss, Carr?"
"Alive, all right, but got a h 1 of
a crack on the coco."
"Give him a glass of water In the
face. Is this the grip you was telling
She Did Not Move, or Glance Up.
m about, Mr. Severn?"
"Yes; It's locked, but supposed to me close the door, and then we will
be full of yellowbacks."
lit down and talk. I am never disHe pulled It forth from beneath the turbed when the door Is shut. Here
Is the best place.
grasp of Waldron' arm.
Yes, Mr. Severn,
"All right; TU see It safe out o I was certain curiosity would cause
here. I guess you'll have to go along you to seek me, even If there was
with us, Mr. Severn; the captain will no other motive. I did not phone,
so you came herp."
likely want ter ask some questions."
"I had but two choices to seek InAdolph
formation either through
CHAPTER XV.
Krantz or Sarah Waldron. I chose
to try Krantz first."
The Private Secretary.
"And you really had no suspicion
I told my story to the captain much
more In detail, and Breckenrldge being I was to' be found here?"
"None whatever. W'hy should I?
found, stood sponsor for my Identity,
o that I was not detained. The next Not even yet do I know whom I am
morning I testified before the coroner's speaking with."
"Oh, yes, you do Marie Gessler,
Jury over the crushed body of Wine,
and later appeared In the room of the revolutionist, messenger to the Chilean
grand Jury which Indicted Waldron. Junta." She laughed, her eyes sparkOn both these occasions I told enough ling. "Does not that satisfy?"
"Far from ltj I believe I am ento make matters reasonably clear, yet
carefully avoided any direct mention titled to even more."
"Indeed you are. I have the honor
of Miss Gessler. No doubt her name
would be brought Into the case later, of being also private secretary to Mr.
but I was determined It should not Adolph Krantz. Now, what next?"
"Well, when he writes you a check,
be Introduced through any Indiscretion on my part. Krantz'g name was what name does be make It payable
used, but only Indirectly, and the Im"Let me see ; did you ever know any
pression was left upon me that influence was being brought to bear to one called Tom Longdale?"
shield the banker from any direct
"Did II Why, great Scott! you canconnection with the crime.
not moan that you are actually Helen?
I knew that when the time came It Is not possible."
"Oh, yes, It Is ; little girls grow up,
for trial I could scarcely hope to
you know. And now If you will be
scape thus easily. Under
by the defendant's attorney, very good and quiet I am going to
the whole affair would be probed ' to tell you Just how It all happened.
the very bottom, and I should be What led me to become a desperate
compelled to disclose every bit of in- conspirator, and well, yes a famous
formation I possessed. In the mean-whil- e detective. Are you all ready for my
I must discover the girl, and confession?"
She rested her hand on mine, end
learn from her own Hps, If possible,
Just how deeply the was Involved. permitted my fingers to close over It,
Then, and then only, could I decide In a spirit of frank good fellowship.
upon my own future course. But how
"Then listen; It may make you
ras X to locate herí I had nothing thudder ta some of Its

tor

Kidney, liver, bladder and uric acid
troubles are most dangerous be-

cause of their insidious attacks.
Heed the first warning they give
that they need attention by taking

n

COLD MEDAL

irrm N

The world' standard remedy for these
disorders will often ward off these dia-hand strengthen the body against
father attacks. Three sixae, all druggist.

m
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

details, and possibly you may cos
stder my actions very unwomanly.
Now Just be quiet until I finish."
Her eye met mine earnestly, but
I felt I could perceive a certain pleading In her depths.
"I am Tom Longdaie's sister Helen.
As you doubtless know, financially
there is no necessity for my seeking
Indeed I did not seek
employment.
It, but was Induced to accept this position at the request of Mr. Krants,
who has been a lifelong friend of my
father's. I enjoy the work, however,
and have been here now nearly three
years. Adolph Krantz is a most lovable man, and I am devoted to his
service. He is an Austrian by birth,
and has found it more or less difficult
to get away from that Influence. Much
money from Europe passes through
his hands In financing various schemes,
and among others this revolutionary
fund was Intrusted to him. At first
he accepted this In the ordinary course
of business, without suspicionlng its
purpose, but later learned how the
money was being expended. The moment he became doubtful, Mr. Krantz
absolutely
severed
all connections
with these plotters and their schemes.
While this was thoroughly understood
officially, in AVashington, where he reported his suspicion, certain circles,
engaged in underhand work, still believed lie could be used for their purposes."
"Yet he accepted the trust?"
"In a way, yes; but with perfectly
loyal Intent.
As soon as word secretly reached him that he was to
be thus used, he laid the full facts
before the officials of this bank. I
was present as his secretary, and
learned then for the first time what
I have already told you. They advised that he make the plot known
Immediately
to the authorities at
Washington.
He was directed to accept the order, and thus, through
seeming
learn the detall
connected with It. There was delay ; for
some reason Alva was not quite ready
to go ahead, and refused to draw the
money. Proof of conspiracy was lacking until this was consummated.
Mr.
Krantz, being afraid that he would
be followed If he went again to Washington, delegated ine to go, as I was
entirely unknown. The Secret Service there outlined a plan designed to
hurry matters. .1 was to be sent direct to these men Alva, in particular
with positive Instructions from the
higher powers In Washington to draw
the money and get busy. As I speak
Spanish easily, and took the name
of a
female revolutionist now In this country, but unknown
even to Alva, the task did not seem
a specially dangerous one."
She passed for a moment, her mind
gathering up the odds and ends of

'
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'My beau

About the way I'm dVeued,
So Maggie uses Faultletc Starch,
So I can look my best."
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there then?"
"Yes, I followed you In."
"I wish I had known; I would have
ventured more than I dared to alone,
I suspected yes ; but that was all.
I possessed no facts, but I frightened
him so when I exhibited that hat-pi- n
I felt absolutely convinced that he
was guilty."
"You had no reason to believe b
possessed such a weapon?"
"None whatever; I merely took a
chance. I think now the pin used belonged to Sarah Waldron, but how It
came there can only be determlpcd
through a confession by her husband."
Iltr eyes lifted again to mine, que
tlonlngly, and a bit anxious.
"Was my course right ' or wrong,
Philip Severn?"
"Undoubtedly right, although I Imagine few girls would have had the
courage."
"You believe in me still? In the
woman?"
My handclasp tightened, and her
eyed dropped before the message she
must have instantly read In mine.
"This has been a test of us both
which we will never regret," I answered soberly, "for It (has brought
faith, hope, love; Is this not true?"
She did not move, or glance up,
but I caught the whispered response
of her lips.
(THE END.)
'

.

Alone In the Jungle.
Mrs. Clement!, an English woman
who has achieved a reputation as a
traveler and explorer says : "To be
alone even for a minute In the Jungle
la alarming, for such Is the profound
silence all round that one has a ter
rifylng sense of being inlmlcally
watched by unseen things." Of the
forest noises one of the most uncanny
is the howling of baboons. "When they
are close at hand, the whole air li
alive with the din, so that you cannot tell from which direction It proceeds. Every nerve In your body tingles, and there is a curious fascination in the great volume of sound."
.
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Health andYcallh
and has brought contentment and happiness to thousands of home seekrrs and their families who have
settled on her FREE homesteads or bought land at
attractive prices. They have established their own
bornes and secured prosperity and independence.
g
sections of the prsirie
In the great
provinces there is still to be had on easy terma

Fertile Land

at $ IS to $39 an Acra

land similar to that which through many years

baa yielded from 20 to 43 bushel of wheat
great
to the acre oats, barley ond flax also Inaheep
abundance, while raising horses, cattle,
farmof
Hundreds
and boga is equally profitable.
ers in Western Canada have raised crops in a ain gle
season worth more than the whole cost of their
land. Healthful climate, good neighbors, churches,
schools, rural telephone, excellent markets and
ahipping facuities. The climate and sod offer
inducements for almost every branch of
agriculture, ine advantages lor

Dairying;, Mixed Farming

and Stock Ralalng

make a tremendous sppeal to industrious settlers wishing to improve their circumstances,
forflhiitrated HlmUn, maiM, description of farm
opportunities in llsnitobs, Sukatctaswsn, Albsrta
no ifmisa oiymaa, svwwsw
iwk,ww,
SHv WUS)
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W.V.BENNETT
Boots 4, Bee Bldg., Omaha, neb.
AutfcortrW Aftut, Bast, af ImmltTsMoa
satf CslonhMtlom DomlslM ot Cansas

SPACE

MAKING

KITCHEN I PUT

IN

MUCH

FAITH IN ACORN

England It Is Looked Upon aa
Protector Against Lightning, and
as Love Charm.

Ingenious

In

In ' these days when rents are so
high people are coramouly obliged to
economize space as much as possible,
the family kitchen may be no more
than a closet ingeniously fitted with a

From Druidical times the acorn ha
held to be a sure protection
against lightning, as the tops of many
flagstaff's, the end of cornice poles,
umbrella tassels and bllndcords still
attest. Even to this day, in English
rural districts, when a thunderstorm
threatens,
and others
will hie them to the nearest oak tree,
gather an acorn and carry It about
with them till the sky clears. In many
parts of Great Britain a girl Jilted by
her lover will seek by the light of the
moon for a dried acorn beneath an
oak tree. This she will burn at midnight In a candle flame, reciting meanwhile the following doggerel : " 'Tis not
this acorn I would burn, but my true
love's heart that I would turn. May
he no Joy nor profit see,, till he comes
back again to me." Welsh peasants
hold that to plant an acorn brings
lifelong good luck ; a simple way, one
would Imagine, to insure one's future
success. The resultant sapling, however, must on no account be transplanted. If this Is done, most terrible
things are bound to happen.

Arrangement of Requisite
Furnishings Does Away With
Necessity for Large Room.

gas

range

and

other

essentials.

Couches convertible Into beds and other clever contrivances useful for more
than one purpose are at a premium.
The newest Invention In this line, patented by a resident of South Chicago is an arrangement whereby
chairs, when not In use, may be folded and stowed beneath a table. Each
chair, attached by a bracket to the
Inner side of a table may be slid
out on a rod to a comfortable sitting
distance, a slot In the rod enabling this
to be done, whereupon a thumbscrew
makes It fast. When It Is desired to
narrative.
get
the chair out of the way, Its back
"It is not necessary that I go further into detall. I met Captain Alva Is folded down, the screw Is loosened
ns planned, and was taken to the and the chair, after being slid Inward
place where his gang gathered. Krantz along the slot, Is turned bodily over,
was there with the money, and my the rod being pivoted at the bracket.
message compelled the Chilean to ac- This accomplished (it takes but a moment), the chulr rests on Its feet becept, and receipt for It. Government
agents were stationed In Jersey City neath the table facing the opposite
to Intercept him on his way back to way. A reversal of the process brings
New York. He never got far enough th( chair Into view again, Philadelto fait Into their hands; before he phia Ledger.
had driven four blocks he was murPolite to Dog.
dered and robbed. The rest of the
Look, mother! That
Jacky
Little
story you already know."
bulldog looks like Aunt Emily.
"The money was actually In that
Mother Hush, child! Don't say
valise, then?"
such things.
"Some money was, but not all. We
Little Jacky Well, mamma, the dog
were afraid It might be opened becan't hear It Boston Globe.
fore an arrest could be made. Fach
package had real money on the outA positive assertion may silence
side; altogether the amount did not argument even If It doesn't convince.
dollars,
fifteen
hundred,
and
exceed
these bills were all marked."
"But you suspected Wine? I know
of your call at his office."
"I wondered If you did. Were yon
well-know- n

he if particular.

'

been

farm-labore-

Hard Working Millionaire.
Some people think that when a man
has made a fortune he "takes it easy."
Listen to Lord Leverhulme:
"For eighteen months now I have
been getting up at half-pas- t
four in
the morning, and have been at work
Ave after some light gymat half-panastics. It Is unavoidable at the present moment In my case, and I have
got to do It.' If you ask me whether
I like It, I am not certain that I do,
but I have got to do It."

Why should you follow

a crooked path ?
Often a cowpath has been allowed to become
a village street, and as the village expanded,
tradition has made the winding way an exprés
sion of a cow's will
Habit is always forging chains to enslave us,
eo that what has been found bearable by the
fathers is accepted by the sons.
Who cannot recall the coffee-pMother put
on the stove early in the morning, warning us
not to let it boil over?
'
As children, we were not permitted to drink
tea or coffee, because it would stunt our growth
or make us nervous and irritable. When older,
however,, we craved a hot drink with meals, arid,
;'
custom gave us our tea or coffee.
Finally tipon the instructions of the doctor,;
Mother gave up;; her tea and coffee. But that
rneant nothing in our young lives. Our vitality
was then strong enough to throw off any ilheffects.
But our time came, and we' learned by experience that we could not drink tea or coffee.
When we had it for breakfast it put our nerves
on edge. When we drank it at the evening meal,
we tossed about in wakefulness most of the night.
And then we found Postum, a pure cereal
beverage, free from the harmful drug, caffeine, in
tea and coffee. We liked the rich, satisfying flavor
of Postum and also the better health which resulted. And, too, we were surprised to find how
many of our neighbors had made the same discoveryhad learned the value of "health first."

,
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Postum comes in two forms: Instant Poatom (in tins)
made instantly in tha cop by the addition of boiling water.
Postum Cereal (in packages of larger bulk, for those who
prefer to make tha drink while tha meal ia being preparad)
made by boiling for 20 minutes. Sold by all grocers.

Postum for Health
"There's a Reason"

j;
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TO ALL PERSONS MENTIONED HEREINAFTER AS
:
DEFENDANTS.

NOTICE OF PENDENCY OF
ACTION.

NOTICE

(

SPANISH-AMERICA-

PURITY BLACKLEG AGGRESSIN
is what your CALVES need.
'

DO NOT DELAY.

Agent
MILTON FLOERSHEIM.
(Mail orders filled C.O.D)
.
Roy. New Mexico.

.

Gal-leero-

VJZ1

HOME TOWN PAPER WEEK.

aver
It is very rare that-th- e
age newspaper boosts its own
You are hereby notified that business, but gives quantities of
To: Rosita Castillo de Gallehas been filed and is now
there
gos, Rosa G. de Gallegos; being pending in the District Court of space boosting the affairs of
the same person as Rosita Cas- the Eighth Judicial District of others. ,
Somebody suggested that it
tillo Torres and Rosita C. de
New Mexico, sitting was time for the newspapers of
being the same person as he State of
within and for the County of
in
Petrita Gallegos, Eduvijen Cas Harding, in said state, cause the country to adopt a week
tillo, F. E. Berry, whose full first No. Ten, on the Civil Docket which their own business should
name is unknown, The Unknown thereof in which Charles D Horn be given precedent, and The
thormghly
n
Heirs of Barbara Gonzales, de- is the Plaintiff, and
endorses the idea.
ceased, And all unknown claimaJ. M. Cox, E. J. Gannon, and
The date set is the second
nts of interest in and to the lan- their unknown heirs, and all un
week
in November, from the 7th
des
hereinafter
estate
ds
and
real
NOTICE DRAYING
known claimants of interests in to the 12th, including that great
Decribed, adverse to plaintiff,
the premises (said premises world event, Armistice Day.
fendants:
being1 the real estate described
two
I have decided to put on
The official title for the week
You and each of you are hereComplaint in this cause) will be "Subscribe for Your
Draywithin
City
on
the
the
in
trucks
been
by notified that a suit has
adverse to the Plaintiff, are the
the next few days and will be commenced
and it now pending Defendants. The general obje- Home Town Paper Week."
haul-dnyour
able to handle all of
Thousands or papers will join
you in the District Court cts of said action being to quiet
draying etc. Will also be against
in
this event, and our readers
of
District
Judicial
of the Fifth
title in the name of the Plaintiff, will hear more about it as time
able to do some wheat hauling
District
Judicial
Eighth
of
the
and long distance trips. When in and for the county of Harding Charles D. Horn to those certain goes on.
in need of any of this line of Numbered 20 on the civil docket Tracts of land and real estate
Every reader to help in- any
work to be done, call or phone of said court wherein Webb Kidd lying and being in the County of cause that is in the interests of
Harding, m the State ot New
living
me.
is the plaintiff, and you are the Mexico, and better described as a better community, better
Frank J. Seidel.
conditions, and better govern
general
that
the,
defendants:
follows,
.
Manager City Dray.
ment, "we now ask the readers
objects of said action are to quiet The South-ean
advertisers of the
and
plaintiff
of
the
name
title in the
of the
South
the
and
a
lend
in
and
to
turn
to the land and real estate sit- North-eaBAUM BROS
and the
hand during "Subscribe for Your
uated in the County of Harding, the East
line
full
if
of the SouthAt the old stand with a
Home Town Paper Week." and
described
Mexico,
New
State of
of Section one, boost for us.
west
toin the complaint as follows,
East been a bit backward in taking
in Township Twenty-on- e
SELF OILING WINDMILLS, wit:
MePrincipal
EMERMexico
New
of
CASING,
the
AND
PUMPS
The E NEii of Sec. 31. and ridian, New. Mexico, containing their. Own medicine. Now it
JOHN
AND
SON, OLIVER
seems ; even the newspapers are
the SWi4 NWVi, and the NW&
and Twenty begining to learn the value of pub
DEERE LINE OF IMPLEME- SWVi of Sec. 32 in Twp. 1 IN. Three Hundred
v
NTS, GRAIN DRILLS AND of Range 25 E of the New Mex acres.
licity and intend to have a week
notified that of
You
are
further
ENGINES.
Z PUMPING
thel own from November 7th
con
ico Meridian, New Mexico,
unless you enter or cause to be to 12th. At that time a great
Cash or Terms
taminar 160 acres.
entered, your appearance in this
in
that unless you enter or causé to action on or before the 26th day effort will be put forthall to
newsof
circulation
crease
the
appearence
your
in of November, A. D. 1921, judgbe entered
NOTICE FARMERS
i
i
J
said action on or before the 19th ment wil be rendered against papers, reopie wno nave movea
froni one town to another m re
Owens Bean dav of December 1921, judgeme you by default.
I have a 4
cent years will be urged to take
cause
in
said
and
nt will be rendered
Thresher and corn sheller,
Plaintiff's Attorney is J.. B. the home town paper irom the
your
by
you
Plaintif
default.
asrainst
for
Lusk, whose Post Office Address town In which - they formerly
I am in the market
f's attorney is C. U. lledgcocK, is Roy, New Mexico.
bean threshing and com shelling
lived as well as the home paper
ap- East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
WITNESS my hand and the of
I can do the work and will. See
the town in which they now
Anderson,
C.
Ernest
patronage
preciate your
seal of said Court this 29th day reside.
.
.
(Official Seal)
me or write at once.
of September, A. D. 1921.
Court
District
Clerk
of
the
Ab Waggner
C. Ernest Anderson,
R.F.D. A. Mills. N.M. ,
Clerk, District Court. NOTICE Oí1 SALE OF SCHOOL
(SEAL)
BONDS OF SCHOOL DIS-- !
NOTICIA DE PENDENCIA DE
Disc
TRICT NO.l
Twelve
FOR SALE
ACCION.
trree
PUBLICATION
FOR
NOTICE
Superior Wheat Drill, run
reasons. In excellent shape.
Of the County of Harding, Stá
Rosita Castillo de
A:
State of New Mexico, )
Reasonable Price, Terms to suit
te of New Mexico, formerly
G. de Gallegos,
legos,
)SS.
School District No. 45, Mora
purchaser.
que
persona
siendo la misma
County of Harding. )
County, New Mexico.
M. N. BAKER, City.
Rosita Castillo Torres y Rosita In the District Court of Harding
Notice is hereby given that
C. de Gallegos, Cecilia Gallegos,
County,
Eighth Judicial
I, the undersigned, Treasurer of
Dance every Friday night at the Garita Gallegos, Petra Gallegos,
District of New Mexico.
the County of Harding, of the
Pe- Flevia T. Brown. Plaintiff,
'Roy Theatre; good music, good siendo la misma persona que
State of New Mexico, will offer
trita Gallegos, Eduvijen CastilNo. 17
VS
for sale and sell, at the town of
time, everybody invited.
lo, F. E. Berry, cullo nombre
Cleofa3 Miranda, Santiago)
Mosquero,
Harding County, New
completo no es conocido.
Miranda, Este van Anaya,)
Mexico, on the 25th day of Oct
best
to
the
Cream
your
Ship
Los herederos no conocidos de Consension Anaya,
Luis)
ober, A. D. 1921., Six (6) Nemarket. Trinidad Creamery of- Barbara Gonzales, finada, los Fuentes and Ramon Fuentes)
gotiable Bonds of the denomio-natio- n
the
and
butterfat
heredros no conocidos de Bruno
fers 43c for
Defendants.
of FIVE HUNDRED
creamery pays the express ana Gallegos, finado, y todos los The said Defendants, Cleofas
($50,0.00)
Dollars each, of School
until
reclamantes no conocidos e in- Miranda, Santiago-Mirandthis price is guaranteed
No. 1, of the County of
District
1st.
November
teresados en y a los terrenos y
Anaya. Consension Anaya,
propiedad raiz aqui después1 des- Luis Fuentes and Ramon Fuen- Harding, formerly school district No. 45 of the County of Mora
cripta, adverso al quejante,
tes, are hereby notified that a of the State of New Mexico.
suit in equity has been commento become due not
Ustedes y cada uno de uste- ced against them in the District Said Bonds
twenty
less
(20) nor more
than
des por esta están notificados Court for the County of Harding
years after
(30)
thirty
than
que un Pleito a sido comnesado y Eighth Judicial District of the
and
redeemable
date,
at the pleesta ahora pendiente encontra State of New Mexico by said
School
of
asure
of
the
Directors
de Ustedes en la Corte de
plaintiff .for a partition of the School District No. 1, of the
ACETYLENE WELDING AND
del Octavo Districto Judi Southeast Quarter (SEii) of
County of Harding, of the State
DISC ROLLING
del Estado de Nuevo Méjico Section Thirteen (13) in Towncial
New Mexico, at any time af
of
AT THE OLD STAND,
dentro y por el Condado de Hard- ship Eighteea (18) North of
ten (10) years from the
ter
WITH THE LIBERTY
ing, numerado 20 en el Registro Range Twenty-eig(28) East date of said Bonds.
GARAGE
Civil de dicha Corte, en el cual of the New Mexico Meridian, in
Said Bonds shall bear interest
Webb Kid es el quejante y uste- New Mexico, as more fully set
at
the rate of six (6) percent
des son los demandados ; que los forth in the bill of complaint fiper
annum, interest payable se
objectos generales de tal acción led in said action and that unless
at the office of the
son para aquietar titulo en el you enter or cause to be entered
of Harding County,
Treasurer
nombre del quejante al terreno your appearance in said suit on
y propiedad raiz situada en el or before the 2nd day of Decem- New Mexico, in the town of Mos
quero, New Mexico, said bonds
Condado de Harding. Estado de ber, A. D. 1921, decree
will be sold to the highest bidder
Nuevo Me jico, descripta en la
and judgement by thereof, for cash.
Provided
queja como sigue, a saver:
default therein will be rendered however, said Treasurer cannot
Fancy Comb : Extracted Honey la matid oniente del nordeste against you.
accept any bid for said bonds
de la secion 31, y el sudoeste' del
In Witness Whereof, I have which is less than Ninety (90)
For sale by the case
nordoeste, y el nordoeste del sud- hereunto set my hand and the
and in 5 ffal. cans
cents on the dollar.
oesde de la secion 82. en el Cabil seal of said court at Mosquero,
Ernest G. Parkes,
ftotailprl hv all
do 19 al Norte le la Hilera 25 y al New Mexico this 15th day of
of Harding County,
Treasurer
.
Leading Grocers Oriente del Meridiano de Nuevo October, A. D. 1921.
New
Mexico.
Queens
Italian Bees and
Méjico, Nuevo Méjico, contenienC. Ernest Anderson,
do 160 acres, que amenos que enClerk.
Grover Ames wife and children
trada su comparencia en tal ac- D. A. Poddock, Clayton, N.M.
Mr, Jenkin's wife and childand
ción en o antes del dia 19 de Diciren arrived from Emmet Arkan
Springer, New Mex. embre A. D. 1921, juicio sera en- Attorney for plaintiff.
P.O.Box
sas last Sunday and will reside
trado en dicha causa en contra NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION in tents until they can find a
de ustodes por falta de comparehouse to live m. Mr. Ames and
cía.
have good positions with
Jenkins
Interior
the
Department
of
El Abogado del quenjante es C.
n
Constructthe
Clap
U.
OFFICE
S.
LAND
at
G. Hedgecock, East Las Vegas,
ion
Company.
Mexico.
ton,
New.
Ihave taken the agency for New Mexico.
- September 26, 1921.
C.
Anderson,
Ernest
Mosquero, the County Seat is
one of the strongest Fire InsuNOTICE
is hereby given that
(Sello Oficial.)
undergoing
quite a boom these
rance Companies doing business
Mosquero,
Vigil,
Jose
of
Hard
I.
Secretraio de la Corté de Disin the State and will be glad to tricto.
ing Co. N. M., who, on Septem days. Several fine new dwell
ber, First, 1916. made Addl Ho- ings have been erected recently
insure your property against
mestead Application No. 022923, and several more are "planned
fire, lightning,' toiTiados etc.
ATTENTION
for NeVi ; Section 18. Township and wort on them will be startI also insure farm property.
17 N. Range 29 E. N. M. P. Me- ed soon. The new pool hall and
I appreciate your patronage.
If you are hi the market to ridian.
shop owned by Trujillo
Roy, N.M. get that old car painted up and Has filed notice of intention to barber
F.H. Foster,
Keller
is finished and is a
make it look like new, or if you make Final Three Year Proof, and
need painting of any discription to establish claini to the land dandy business building. The
done, paperhanging, decorating above described, before F. II. Durrin building which will be ocor in fact any work in this line, Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at cupied by' the Harding Co. Ablet me figure with you, ás I have his office áT Roy, New Mexico,
had 20 years experience in this on the 15th day of November, stract Co., and the Developer
Printing Co., is also nearing com
work. It will not cost any more 1921.
to have an expert do it, than an Claimant names as witnesses":. pletion. We understand a num--;
unexperienced man.
Caslos Montoya, Roman Peréa ber of other, business houses will,
Juan Romero and Bernardino soon be built and these many
Let me figure with yea
Cordova, all of Mosquero, New changes are making our County
on that next job.
Seat look much more dignified
Wm. Mock,
'
than when she'first became our
Pas Valverdtv - '
The Painter
.
Dates at this office.,. tí, :
Register. County Capital.
at Beck's Garage-- Ry-.K- . M.
We are now ready to build
that fire proof house or garage
for you, out of cement steam
cured blocks or brick, both face
or common finish. This is the
hollew wall system which means
a dry house, we also do General
Contracting and Carpenter and
Mill work.
Roy cement Products Co.
John II; Hornbaker, Prop.
Roy, N.M.

November 5tU..
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Spanish-America-

g,

-

NOTICE Mr.

?HGME OWNER
THERE IS NO BETTER. TIME THAN
TO HAVE THAT HOUSE

STUCCOED

BY INFERIOR

WORKMEN

IT DONE

One-lour- th

st

one-four-

th

YOU

WHEN

IT DONE BY AN EXPERIENCED WORK
SEE
MAN AT NO EXTRA COST WHATSOEVER.
E. F. HENRY, the Contractor
ROY, NEW MEXICO

Spanish-America-

one-ha- lf

WHY VAVE

CAN HAVE

to-w- it;

st

RIGHT NOW

about

want.

it as he has had the experience to give you what you

one-na-

th

one-four-

,

THE MILLS SHOE REPAIR SHOP.
All work neatly and promptly done.
Located in the Old Ben tley Building
WE SOLICIT A SHARE OF YOUR PATRONAGE
Wm. Schoenerstedt Prop.
Mills,

New Mxico.

-

26-4-

.

Gal-Ro-

--

you have Pump or
troubles or have any
work in the Plumbers line, call Judy
and Gibson and they will fix it

WHEN

we

Plumbers line.

sa

,

--

Es-tev- an

a,

are now prepared to repair pumps
windmills or any repairs in the

Call JUDY and GIBSON ;vhen you are having troubles
with that wind mill, or pump, we can fix it.
WE ALSO HANDLE HARDWARE AND EVERY-THINPLUMBERS
IN THE TINNERS-OLINE, ALSO DEEP WELL PUMPS,
WINDMILLS, CASING AND MANY OTHER ARTICLES THAT COME
'
UNDER THIS LINE OF
WORK.
G

V

,?'.,

i

IF IT IS TO BE FIXED, WE CAN FIX IT.

JUDY AND GIBSON

General Blacksmith

Successors to BAUM BROS.

and

Machine Work,

Roy,

New Mexico.

Dis-tric- to

ht

J. D. Wade,
Prop

lly

O

FATJO'S HONEY

,

Fatjo Apiaries

Fire Insurance

Brown-Thompso-

Geo E. Cochrane
THE
AUCTIONEER
Mills, N.

nt

-

"

-

,

'

The 25,000th OilPull .Will
. Be Sold This Year
Before the close of 1911, 25.000 OilPull tractors will have been
and placed on the farms of enthusiastic owner everywhere.
And from "Old Number One," built in 1909, down to Number 35,000
utmost quality has been the foremost consideration.
And while it is interesting to know that "Old Number One" is still
at work after twelve seasons' work, it is even more valuable to know the
with the accumulated manufacturing experience end the increased
manufacturing facilities which are Rumely's, that OilPull Number
25,000 will be even superior to "Old Number One," and should be capable of delivering many more years work than will this old veteran.
The span of twelve years between the production of the first OilPull
and the last is one of the tractor buyer's greatest assurances of highest
tractor design and construction, for an entire department at the big
Rumely factories is constantly testing and experimenting with the hope
of still further improving the performance of the OilPull.
0
and
P. standard
There are four sues 12 20,
iadevgn. Come in and see them.
pro-duc- ed

16-3-

20-4-

.

"

ANDERSON GARAGE AND
MACHINE WORKS
Roy, New Mexico.

4

-

27

FOR SALE

4

Male

"PgROY:

Duroc NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Jersey Pigs, will ireijrh .about
23 lbs each, they are dandies too

HARDING COUNTY NEW MEXIOQSATÜRDAY. November
5th.. 1921

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
(ISOLATED TRACT)
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Department of the Interior .,
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayton, New Mexico.
September 10th, 1921.
ISUlILJli is herehv oivpn tVint
.
fte. WlMmttn J I. - . II
aa
uueuieu uv u H i, mm seinnor
of the General Land office, un- -

Department of the Interior,
U. S. LAND OFFICE at

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATIONl
Foreclosure of Real Estate
. . Mortgage
State of New Mexico, )

and appurtenances thereto
e
in
belonging. Nevertheless, subject to redemption by the Mortgagors.
Witness our hand this
i2th day of October, A. D
any-wis-

Department of the Interior.
New Mexico.
Chas Depew
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay
October 31, 1921.
NOTICE is herebv riven that
ton, New Mexico. .
1SS.
NOTICE
Grover H. Thornton, of Glad
October 31. 1921 County of Harding. )
All those indebted to me stone Union Co., New Mexico,
1921.
y,
uiau
"""Viatit ucicuy given
Whereas, bv virtue of autho
-- e
whose account is 30 days old or who on April 15th. 1918. made
rwwitnA
Morey Mercantile Company
rity vested in it. as mortn-atrpmore, kindly call and settle. I am Homestead application, No. 0259
...u
iin..w,,.
r... r
f'
t a corporation)
Morey Mercantile Company, By its Attorney.
the
compelled to make collections at 12, for SWiA-SWon
September
J. B. Lusk.
1918
16th,
Sec. 26. S14
made
..
C
a corporation, hereby
fiat ritiiTicin
not Addi. Homestead Application,
once.
c. nrr"Vi
oo, a.
i"u,lolulls vNo tice of the foreclosure gives
rprof a
F. S. BROWN MOTOR CO.
i,
Sec 27,
Section 35,
lo..a"K lu Ul application ivzww, for Lot 3, Section 18 tain mortgage, recorded in
book NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Township 23 N, Range 27 E, N. of Faustin Hernandez, of David, Townshiu 21 N.. Ranre 28 E .. N 13,
weparinient ot the Interior
on page 525 of the Records
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice iseMi Mexico, Serial No, 027704, M.P. Meridian, has filed notice of
U. S. LAND OFFTnrc nt
Union
of
Countv.
Now
State
of
LETS TRADE
of intention to make Final Three we will offer at public sale, to intention to make Final Three Mexico,
ton, New Mexico
executed
and
delivered
highest
bidder, but at not Year Proof, to establish claim to
Year Proof, to establish claim the
September 26, 1921.
Bring in your work. I will do to
!
pt-.c00
acre, at iu the land above described, before to mortgagee on the 8th day of NOTICE
land
the
above
bedescribed,
jo.o
IX
October,
A.
it and take in exchange butter, fore F. II.
.1920,
by
Rachel
1U- - on ine
2ára tíav 01 . H. Foster, U. S. Commission-Novembe- r.
Foster. U. S. Commis 1T
eggs, chickens, meat or anything
nn.
1921. next, at this DT q Vila rffifa of T?rttr Maur Iav M. Lewis, and Geore-- M. Lewis'. Alejandro Meastes. rf
sioner, at his office at Roy, New
.
....
j
j
it .
eatable. Full market price. You
r i
and
wife,
husband
se- ding, Co, New Mexico, who, on
for
better
"1C
iwiiuwHig iract oí ico, on the b day of December,
curing the payment of one cer oepieuiuer iun, ms, made Adl
need the work done and I need .Mexico, on the 7th day of Dec.
promissory note' of S400.74 Homestead Application Number
tain
the work. , Let's trade.
i.
Sec.
29.
T.
N
19
r.a
Claimant names as witnesses:
principal,
interest and ' attorney 024187, for S(rSwi4, SwK-SeiHOBSON, .. U.K. Carpenter of Gladstone, Ne-- Range 29 E. N. M. P. Meridian.
PvnHptirin
Sec. 19,
Seíí- Your Jeweler.
The sale will not be kept open, helas, Jose V. Martinez all of Roy fees, more fully described in
Mexico, W. Walters ' of Mills
said
mortsrasre.
navable
Rov.
at
ue
New Mexico, G. W. Powell, of uut win
ueciarea closed wnen JNew Mexico, and Desidrio Gal- - New Mexico,
on the 8th dav of Township 18 N; Range 25 E. N.
named legos, of Albert, New Mexico.
Alius, iNew Mexico, Aurther Witt tnuce piiibeni- ai inenour
April,
D.
A.
.
1921.
said real estate M. P. Meridian.
have
npvbiddins-ceased
The
Paz Valverde,
FOR SALE: 320 acres of frond iof Gladstone, New Mexico.
.
?
beiHg
now
situated
in the T1PW Has filed notice1 of
son making the lushest bid win
Register! county
Paz Valverde,
iarming land. SO acres broke,
of
Harding,
of New make Final Three Year Proof,
State
witli well. houK'a and other imRegister, be required to immediately pay
to establish claim to the land
Mexico.
to tne receiver the amount the
Mm-pprovements. 7 miles N.E of Roy
above
whereas,
And.
described, before F. II
said
the
NOTICE
FOR
PUBLICATION.
reof.
PALOUSE AND VICINITY.
Mercantile Companv. a Coimova- - Foster. U. S. Commiss
will sell at a bargain, terms, adAny persons claiming ' Adver
tion, is the holder and owner of his' office at Roy, New Mexico,
Department of the Interior.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Rniwtc ATI sely the
d
dress Box 122, Roy, N .Mex.
land are
note and morte-aresaid
U.
and the on me id day or JNevember. 1921
S.
and
LAND
OFFICE
H.ivMessrs
Speaks
at
left Thursday advised to file their claims, or
.
. zz.
M.
said
101
xsew
Kachel
Geo
Lewis,
uaimant names as witnesses:.
ton,
and
Mexico.
where
"ssoun
they
objections,
on
will
or before the time
FOR tALE.
Case Trac- - spend the winter and Mr. Speaks designated
October 31. 1921 rge M. Lewis, has made default fJorencio Esquibel, Francissale.
for
tor, will sell or trade for livesto-- j w ill return in the spring to his
NOTICE is herebv eiven that m the payment of said note abo- - co Esquibel and Marcelino Es
Paz Valverde,
f
ck of any kind that is worth the claim near Stanley.
William F. Smith, of Rov Ilard- - ve described,
and the same is quibel. of Sabinoso. Npw Mpví
Register
inST
MpviVn
past
now
due
Co..
;near
and unpaid, prin- and Dan Laumbach, of Roy, New
New
whn
nn
oianiey.
money
cipal,
L.
attorney fees, Mexico.
interest
ÍI.
and
Gibbons
familv
and
made.
will
Addl.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION. TTanuai7 bh? "Zl.
Pd 2
W. L. Strawn.
by
reason,
Paz Valverde,
move to Junior Ocrden's nlapfl
thereof
and as provi?m.este.ad Application, No. 027-I)Pn!,,.tm.t f u "kC""I
ded
in
for
this winter
note
said
ati)
mortand
Register.
3
2
tor
Lots,
Section 4
7t
7.; OFFICE at Clay- - TownshiD N. and
U. S. LAND
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
We are needing rain v:y bad- R,
ok v. k gage, the said Morev Mercantilp
20
ton, New Mexico.
Department of the Interior,
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice' Comnanv has declared said nntp NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION:
iy around nere.
G. W. Powell, Geo. Dyche and
Department of the Interior
U. S. LAND OFFICE at ClayOctober 31. 1921. of intention to make Final Three and all of said indebtedness due
Stern Powell went to Mills Satur
payable and
U. S. LAND ÜFFTGR nf rin,r
.f to establish claim to and immediately
ton, New Mexico.
NOTICE is herebv srivpn that. eaf
has heretofore so notified the ton, New Mexico.
day.
r"e Iana aoove described, L:before said
October 31, 1921.
Mr. and Mrs. II. L. Gibbons DeJimoS. Quintana, of Gallegos, v IT PtCr tt q n
Rachel M. Lewis, and Geo
September 26, 1921.
NOTICE is hereby given that and family visited relativas in New Mexico, who, on Apnl 13; at his office at Roy, New Mexico rge M. Lewis, and whereas there
NOTICE is
iyi8 maae Addl. ilomestead.En- - on the 0th, day of December 19- - is now due on said note in prin- Rosarita Narbias, of Solano, Har
Jeff McKee, of David Hading Co. Mills last week.
cipal, interest and attomev fees ding Co. New Mexico. wKn nn
21- Sunday School at Mofax now try, No. 024775, for NE14
New Mexico who, on Jamiarv 5th
SE14
one
Claimant names as witnesses : the total sum of $479.02, said September, 14, 1916 and Addl;
is invited to at N'2NeVi and SeUNeU of Sec.
1921, made Addl Homestead 8nd. eVelT
tend.
pn, nomer Holmes, Morey Mercantile Companv. bv May, 18, 1921, made Homestead
' u'
20 Towniihin 17
Application No. 027414, for NE
E Marvin
Charlie McCartv is h
Lyon and Harrj- - Welch, its attorney. J. B. Lusk. Esn.. Applications No.
wanf.?
I
VI; Section 1, Township 17 N., Raton where he has been going M M. P. Meridian,
will offer for sale, between the for
filed no- - all of Roy, New Mexico,
i,
Nei-SS'2- legal hours thereof,
tice of intention to make Final
y
Paz Valverde.
Range 30 E, N. M. P. Meridian, to scnooi.
bet NwVt.Sec. 13. Kwi.-SRoy Powell has been working Three Year Proof, to establish
Register, ween the hours of 10 o'clock A. 30. NWi4; N2-Neiand"Sei4'
has filed notice of intention to
M. and the setting 0 fthe Sun of Net4, Section 31, Township
Mr. D. R. Carpenter.
for
claim to the land above described
18N,
make Final Three Year Proof,
IieRoy Jones and Roy Powell
The party or parties who stole the same day at public auction, Range 26 E. N. .M. P. Meridian.
before A. A. Wynne , U. S. Com
to establish claim to the land a- - spent Sunday
at J. F. Everett's.
and butchered my Cow last Sa- to the hisrhest and best bidder Has filed notice of intention to
bove described, before F. II. Fos-Several of the young folks missioner, at his office in Mos- turday, Oct. 1st, are known and no Tuesday the 15th dav of No make. Final Three Year
ter, U. S. Conynissioner, at his gathered at Mrs.Bank's home quero, New Mexico, on the 7th this is a warning to the parties vember, A. D. 1921, at Roy, on to establish claim to the land
to keep off of my place from the main and principal business above described, before F. H..
office at Roy, New Mexico, on Monday night, and I am quite day of December, 1921.
street thereof, the followine- - de Foster. U. S. Commissinnpr nf
sure
they
had
a
very
and
delightful
after this date. .
Claimant names as witnesses:
. the 6th day of December 1921.
scribed
real. estate,
time.
his office at Roy, New Mexico,
October 10,1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
South-we.
The
quarter
on tne lb day of Nevember. 1921
John Everett and Fred Olson Jeff McKee of David, New Mex
r)ivnsa
Jacob
ico, Victoriana S. Quintana. A- Dell Keanio Quallina Frank have iust finishpH
of Section Twenty-ninin
Pd. Oct
Claimant names as witnesses:.
Township- nineteen, Range
bram
Dionicio Lucero. Hila rin T.upou.
Casados, and Marcelano
Weir, Oscar McKee, Howard An- their oats.
iwenty-eigFurc-ernBrOí
of
east
ro
Tt
Tíva
nnH
the
and Juan Va Lucero, of Sor
Padilla, all of Gallegos, New Mex
derson all of David, New Mexico.
v.
''
If you are lookín for
ü. Massaffee) llave 'liepn
New Mexico, Principal Meriiano,
'ico.
New Mexico, and Isi
hnWíner
good cattle and horses. fw sim
Paz Valverde,
dian, New Merico, contain
a revival meeting at Palouse for
West,
of Roy, New .Mexico.
Paz
Valverde.
to attend the Jackson Brothers
Register. 'the past week.
ing One Hundred and Sixty
...
raz valverde, ......
Register. sale Tuesday, Nov. 8th.
acres, with all the rights,
Register:
.
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DYPHTHERIA RAPIDLY

than the last. If it keeps on at
the rate it has been going for
ATTENEION FARMERS
the last twenty years we shudder to think of what it will be a
Cornbelt thorobred stock
Dyphthéia promises to be one
thousand years from now.
positively out of the best
of the most serious public health
herds in the U.S.A. Duroc
Well the big Sunday School
Mr. Mile-- Ratcliff who will
problems in the United States
Jersey Hogs, Poland China
Convention
gone.
come
has
and
this whiter, according to a bulle- form a partnership with Dr. We are not in a position to reHogs, all big tjrpe and from
tin issued by the New Mexico Daniels arrived from Clayton port the same with proper parSires weighing 100Q lbs and
this week and commenced getBureau of Health.
'
ticulars. We didn't go. We up.
"From all parts of the country ting ready for the new drug are now thinking of what we
can furnish you any
I
convo reports to the U. S. Public store that is being installed in
breed of dairy cattle that
wondering how on
missed
Health Service which indicate an the Fuller Building joining the earth weand
you want, at prices you can
foolcould
been
so
have
increasing prevalence," says the hotel. Shelves are already in ish as not to have attended.
afford..
bulletin. ,'This condition has al- place,' and a part of the stock At the time, however, we could- -'
Get in the thorobred
ready made itself felt in New of drugs on the shelves and Mr. ot see any
for a few dollars
Conin
a
attraction
Mexico and there is every indi- Ratcliff left for eastern points vention
while prices are at rock botimagany
thing
else
or
cation that we shall experience a where he will by glass cabinets inable. We
tom, and make yourself inhad a violent, ragifor a part of the stock and lay in ng-,
pronounced increase in the
dependent in a few years.
tearing
would
headache
that
It prevailed through the a supply of drugsj and other have made a Kansas Cyclone
You need better dairy catlines.
summer months in greater
and hogs, and more of
teapot
tle
seem
mild
confined
in
a
Dr. Carrington. of Sedan, is
than usual and there have
on this mesa.
them
comparison.
wife
in
Our
was
been many deaths this fall. A moving to Mosquero where he away from home and we didn't
Leo M. Wagner,
total of over eleven hundred will become associated with Dr. have any body to quarrel with
Address me at ;
cases have been reported to the Daniels in the Practice of medi- so we failed to attend, as we said
Gubertsville, Iowa.
Bureau this year. The Bureau cine and looking after the large before, and now we are being
will do all in its power to pre- amount of hospital work that is sorry and wondering how on
vent the spread of the disease, coming into the recently equipp earth we could have been so NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
of ttn- people ed hospital of the Doctor,
but tl:o
foolish as to have willingly missl
v
is abolutely recessary ü real rexixi. u. v(. ijiuju, iioa luiicu uuc ' j
.
mi
Department of the interior
8 8"uusmall stone building on West ?u b" "'Tl WAV
sults are to be had.
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayreport
large
in
attendance
a
"The following suggestions are Main Street and will put in an crowd, with a large number of ton, New Merico.
made and, if followed, will pre- uptodate meat market. He in Sunday Schools represented, a
October 25, 1921.
ver t many needless deaths" from tends to install a modern freez- feast of spiritual and bodily food
is
given that
hereby
Notice
'
ing plant, make his own ice and
;
diphtheria.
I
Mills Hard- L.
of
i.i.c..i
Dunn,
Water
eH"
1. Keep children away from have a cold storage plant and f"?
""uJ.Mes "ei"UI.
Co. New Mexico, whaon Sept
mmJ meeting every way. ing
others who may be sick with sore prepare to take care of the trade
1918 made addl Homestead
17th,
in good shape. He has also tak-- 1
francisco ronzales, an Application, No. 024654 forSwtfc
eu
01
Known
resiaeni
2. Stay away from houses in en several large contracts for,aP-an4
Section 5
SwiA, and
hi& home m
l
rtrr
AftlT T
which cases of diphtheria exist. supplying beef to outside points. Harding County died at VVednes-ovz hi, XT
líange
iownsmp
2in
Mosquero
m
on
Canon
3. If your child is exposed to Jim is a hustler, is known all
notice
filed
M.
has
Meridian
P.
the Mesa as a cattle buyer dav 0ct- 26th after a short lU" ot intention to make inai inree
Uphtheria. have the doctor or
of a .few áWs whi.ch starthealth officer give him a small, of considerable ability and is neAs
m
a cold and was quickly ioi- - Year Proof, to establish claim'
ed
to
bound
succeed.
once.
at
protective antitoxin,
beMr. oon- - to the land above described,
Mr. Sam Gray, of Clayton was iwed iy pneumonia
4
Have the doctor or health
ComU.
S.
H.
F.
Foster.
fore
tne lmie 01 nis eatn
zales
ofiicer give your child the diph- a pleasant caller in the County was
seventy years old and missioner at his offie at Roy,
about
part
week
the
later
of
Seat
last
called
is
which
vaccine,
theria
New Mexico, on the 14th day of
and which is looking for a business opening naa resiaea ai mosquero ior December, 1921.
great
years.
many
He
a
was
given in three small doses, a of some kind in the growing
Claimant names as witnesses:
barely able to get
This vaccine is County Seat. Mr; Gray has had blind and
week apart.
T. S. McDonald, A. L. McDonother than a nephew or
good as a preventative for at his eye on Mosquero for some
Roy Jones, all of Kephart,
ald,
uu
sdAtftfj
inoq
yjj
i
least five years, while the plain time. Ever since last fall, in aiBipaumu
i
New
Mexico and Roy Evens oi
wo wno reside near Mossuero
antitoxin is good only for thirty fact, when times were hard and
Mills,
New Mexico.
was
made
at the
days. It takes about two month everything dull and he drove lament
Paz Valverde, '
ouumeast
oi
wioouí vmeiery
for this vacination to work, but down to Mosquero and sold three town.
"Register.
d
cars in a weeks time.
it is almost an absolute protectMrs. B. F. Brown and mother
The Stinebaugh Well Drillers,
ion, after it has started to proand. Mr. R. E. Trujillo drove to have been busy drilling wells in NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
duce is effect.
After completing the
5. If your child gets diph Clayton the latter part of last town.
Monday.
They
returning
week
well east of town
Dr.
Daniels
suspicious
sore
Department of the interior
theria, or any
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay- throat, call a doctor at once and attended confirmation exercises they moved to the W.P. Mealey
the antitoxin given. Practically by His Grace, Bishop Daeger of, lots and completed a well for lyjiíf MrtKf
ucv TVfiv
luti ivw.
enjoya-report
an
and
Fe
Sante
Mealey.
They
Mr.
moved
then
October 25, 1921.
desease
if
of
die
the
NO children
thev have antttoxin on the first ble visit, other than.-- slightly! to the property of Mr. A. A. ' Notice is hereby given that
or second day of illness. After disagreeable trip on 'account of, Wynne and are now busily e Elmer T. McDaniel, of Mosquero
high winds.
gaged in putting down a well for Harding Co, New Mexico, who on
that time the antitoxic has a
i he Boosters Club held an im- that enterprising- merchant.
September 14 1918 & May 7 1919
much poorer chance to cure the
As water is always and with- made addl Homestead Applica
case. Do Not .Take .Chances portant meen ting at Mosquero
with any pore throat. One of last Saturday night at which out fail found in abundance any tions No. 024TJo íor
Sec. 11. Nwij-NeV- Í,
the characteristics of diptheria is several important suestions were where on the town site at from
apand
up
discussion
for
taken
14 Township
Se
Section
Vt
and
every
propusually
75 to 100 feet about
that the symptoms are
more nv.ld in the beginning than roponate action. Arrangements rty holder has a private well and 18 N., Range 29 E., N. M. P.
those of tonsilitis or p. simple were made to secure one or two ;water gystem of hia own 0n Meridian has filed notice of insore Ihvoat. It is frequently im- more business hones for the account of the water being en tention to make Final Three
possible to ocogflize the defer- town, a committee was instruct countered at a considerable debth Year Proof, to establish claim to
ed to secure signs and have the and underneath a deep layer of the land above described, before
ence between a case of
oad from Mosuero to Clayton gand and impervious stone, it is F. II. Foster, U. S. Commissioner
in
ovd'iiary
sore
throat
ria and
properly-signeand marked and pure ana uncontammaiea irom on the 14th day of Dec. 1921.
the early stages, without labordesirability of. the surface and an ideal and uninvestigate
to
the
Claimant names as witnesses:
t. Be on the s;i. side
atory
town.
the
At
incorporating
the
Waldron, Charlos Pryor,
Charles
child
quality.
call
doctor
excelled
if
a
:ar.d
"
y,u.'
Fred Tinker, and W. II. Long all
shows-anin present rate of growth the town
s'gn of infLx.-lio.Mr. W. P. Mealey has comoat. This may ..ve him will have passed he foun hundred menced work on a five room res- of Mosquero, New Mexico.
the
before
population
the
mark in
Paz Valverde.
his only chance to get w-idence that he intends to rush to
Register.
6. For Im sake of your neigh- first of the year and can be in
an early completion, ine uase-wi- ll
meeting,
nert
corporated.
Their
a!!
the
bors' ehikKcr:, observa
he Saturday nieht and aHment is now. almost completed
of the hea'i1') (ficer,
Mrs. F. II. Foster who h:is
members
are invited toi be pres an dthe carpenters and masons
if you have case of dim. iberia
begin
to
work.
ready
visiting relatives in Iowa,
are
about
been
in jour iio.i,3. Treat v mc rtigh-bo- r ent as bu'sinese of considerable
re- - and
help
a
will
towards
little
South Dakota, returned
It
Mema
"to
the entire
as j'ou would wn: L ir to importance
'lieving the housing problem home last Sunday and the Judge
meeting.
up
will
be
at
that
taken
tvent you, if the c.iv. ornees
which is becoming acute but it is all smiles ' once more. Mrs.
It s ,'.! as We believe that this has teen seems that the more houses that Foster reports hard times in the
w.iv !;!. Tf-'L
much a criminal act. to allow a he windiest, coldest meanest and we get completed the more peo-il- e north and east are far more sechild to expose others to infect- most disagreeable fall that we
move into town and the great- vere than in the west and that
Mexico.
ion ;is ii nould be ;c iv- - x gun have ever seen in New
the scarcity of proper we are on easy street in comparibecomes
er
experihave
we
Every
fall
that
or drive an v.,1omoLv
to
accomodate them. son with eastern states.
residences
through a street full of children, enced here was alwaVs worse
it may be that no one would be
killed, but the chances- are that
INCREASING.
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"Prompt and Efficient Service"
We

,

"T

are ready to make your Abstracts now.

W. R. COPLEN, Manager
X
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Mosquero, New Mexico.
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OUR appreciation of your
patronage will be in our service

-

1

-

to you.

CITY TAILOR SHOP
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E2-Swi-
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The Only Road To Success
Mos

successful business men owe their
Savings Account Habit.

success to the

'toxin-antitox-

in

ily

.

CULTIVATE IT EARLY IN LIFE
Deposit a dollar or two each week and see how rapidly it
will grow.

high-price-

We will open an account with you for as low as $1.00
We PAY 5 PER CENT INTEREST ON TIME DEPOSITS
NOW IS THE TIME TO SAVE

r

B AN K OF R OY
Capital and
Surplus

$36,000.00

4

a

en-th-

-

Se'A-JNw- 'i,

S'á-Sey- í,

"Mr. DAIRY FARMER"
We now have what we have long wished for "A home
Industry to Represent" by which we can get a better market for our Cream. We are now buyij Cream for the
The only Creamery Co in the
RATON CREAMERY.
state, which promises us a market within 2c of local track
price at all times, and we hope to be in line with local price
if possible.
We have been promoting the Cream business on the
MESA under difficulty. Having been representing Creameries which furnished us a market from 5 to 8c under
Now that we have overcome this
local track price.
"Handicap" we ask you to Cooperate with us and we
will help to make New Mexico the Banner Cream state in
the west.
When we ship cream to Colorado or Texas, they boast
their cream production of which New Mexico gets no
credit. When we ship to Raton we are Boosting our
home industry for which we will ah" get credit.
of

We also test your cows without charge.
your Herd and get rid of the Boarders.

Test out

Thos Strong, Operator,
at Floersheim Ware House

1

f

r

:

.

some innocent children would be
victims. Furthermore, do not
wait until jrou are sure of the nature of the trouble before you
take precautions. Start to protect other children as soon as
j'ou find your child ailing.
Diphtheria antitoxin is distributed at cost price by the State
Bureau of Health foi those whó
are unato to pay the
price and for the' use of health
officers nd physicians for preventative purposes. This price
is less than kalf tint which was
formally eh.uged. A small protective dose costs only sixty-fiv- e
cents, while the largest dose,
used for the treating persons, is
$2.80. .The former cost of this
latter dose was from $7.00 to
$9.00. The Bureau of Health also sell3 the vaccine
at twenty cents a dose, or
sixty cents for the three doses
necessary to protect a child for
five year at least.
.

Taste is a matter of
tobacco quality

.re-Mla-

.

-

J. I. CASE THRESHING MACHINE
COMPANY'S THRESHERS,
TRACTORS and POWER
EQUIPMENT.

Western Electric Power Light Plants
De Laval Separators and Milkers.

First Class Battery Work

Strictly cash.

Everything we sell, Guaranteed.

(toxin-antitoxi-

A.
k as our honest belief
that the tobaccos used in Chesterfield are of finer quality (and
hence of better taste) than in any
other cigarette at the price.
Ve state

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

n)

Two fine prizes will be given a
way at the Ladies Bazarr on Nov
23rd. and 24th. See hand bills

CIGARETTES
of Turkish and Domestic tobaccos

for particulars.

J. E. BUSEY COMPANY

Harry Hoskins. traveling sales
man for the Morey Mercantile Co
was in Roy on business Thursday

1h

blended

i.
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Member 5ih

1921.

.intersection aTsDnii'íer ST B IKE r!ET7T LEM EN T NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the interior
with, the- cantare 1 rail, or so
BODY.
u. is. L.A.NJJ UKKllltt at l av
much thereof as lies within the
ion, New Merico.
Minutes of Adjaantfe'l meeting ' County of Harding.
Ordered,
The íomouncement of the setOctober 25, 1921.
of. the Harding County. Board of Commencing at, the point where
Notice is hereby given that
commissioners, auei ai me thetate ingjjwav JNo. b7 as tlement of he proposed railroad
call of Chairman Callaos as a already created enters the Coun- - strike, Sunday, morning brought Charles Waldron of Mosquero
for' ty of Harding,. running through joy to evejybody, ,on Roy, and Harding Co, New Jlexico", who
Rferdof EquaBzatior-B'.nthe purpose of matter? pertain hosebud and iolkming the said presumably in .the, entire nation on July 19th.., 1921 made addl.
ing to taxes and other ousmess. State Highway No. 67 and the- - There is mo touestion but that Homestead Application No. 027- Mfltiing called to
2.25 nee in a generally southemly and every American citizen who was 562 for Lot 1,2,
'i
he labor and com
by the Chairman, at the school westemly direction, to the
e interested in
Sec. 3 & N
Vi
y
in Mosquero, New .Mexico,
County line near Logan merce of the cauntry,. is pleased Section 10 TownsMp 18 N
Julyj25th 1921.
jand algo a road commencing at with the settlement. Employ Range 29 R, N. M. P. Meridian,
Members Present:
;a point approximaily 22 miles ment and teansnartation means has filed notie of intention to
have you been saving each week? How- much
E. ) If .v Gallegos, CJiairxsiin,
'southeast of David .and running everything to this .country. We make Final Three Year Proof,
upon
dependent
too
have you laid by to care for future needs? This
each
are
Rayniyndo ArgueiJo .Member, thence along the most accessible
to establish claim to the land
out
be
any
for
paiirfusvto
other
amount is a sure index to your future station in
Members absent:
route to .the postof fife of David
abore desribed. before F. IL
John.jl Crane. Member.
and running thence .along the of the producing and carrying Foster, U. S. Commissioner at
life for
,
e may expect a gen- his offie at Roy, New Mexico, on
The first matter of business public road now travelled up the trades.
' '
to come before the meeting was David Hill to Mosquero, and the eral revival of business all over the 15th day of Deember, 1921.
" SUCCESS '
the country. Another month or
me petition of the oeopLe of Ab-:nis based on the ability to. save money and then
along ,the best and most
Claimant names as witnesses:
two
should see the ieels of in- Elmer McDaniel, Charles Pryor,
forttV-- . creation o fa trw cessible luxe of travel ..following
to invest it carefully. Start an account at this
precinct from a portion of Pre the general direction of .the E.P. dustry running in normal .capa- Fred Tinker, and W. H.Long, all
ba?ik,today and lay the foundaion for your
n'.t hold of Mosquero, New Mexico.
cmct No. 4, and was so ordered: & SAV. raih;oad through Solano, city. All haBeJujah
prosperity.
Commencing at the Northwest uo.v , .mils and Abbott to.,a point the business of the country in
Paz vaJverde,
comer of Hard;'ng County and Jtu on the Harding-Colfa- x
Register.
.County check much longer. Thelireak- START NOW!
is now looming up. The war
nmng thence ifn a southerly
near Abbat,
rection along thy? middle of liad) me matter of a road .from dogs are choked off. The prof NOTICE.
River on the gstern boundary jftoy to the puftlic bridge. on Jied teerers are being forced into .the
ready to do your
now
am
I
The
shadows.
demand
nor
for
of Hardisg Co.un.ty, to the inter- - jRiver coming up .for considera-- s
shredding, also
husking
and
com
mal business conditions is heard
ection of the line deviding Sec- - to-- ,
shelling.
having
Those
com
NATIONAL BANK
to
Texas,
Maine
from
and
tions 17 asxd 20 of Township 22
The following &p ordered ; Be from
to do in this line let me
work
to
California.
York
New
Jbfi
N of Range 24
the New jit hereby Ordered Jthat the
Capital and Surplus $60,000.00
mail or see me at the
Principal Meridian and J niy Commissioners of Harding- obstacles must side track. The, know by shoo.
way has been ordered1 machine
n right of
inence rast ijong tl said sec-- 1 county, agree to lay c.ut and
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE BANK
V. II. ANDERSON.
Reared.
line to th
comer perJy prepare a road to the pu- '
lt Jl good bank
ot Section 13 t Towpihip 22. blic bridge at Red River between
for everyone
North of Range 27, Easj, of the Roy anofWagon Mound, provided INFORMATION . REGARDING
SCARLET FEVER
iew Mexico Principal ;Merjdian, mat the utizens oí Wagon d
thence North along the ian- - und and of tora County would
FOR SALE Cheap, two prac
(By Dr. Plumlee).
ge line deviding Ranges :27 and likewise repair the road lying in
tically new steel ranges.
As $?ere have recently appear
28 East to it's intersection wrtji Mora County, and running from
V. H. Anderson.
the North line of Harding Coun-- ! Wagon Mound to the said Red ed in this and other communities
epidemics .of Scarlet ever which
ty and thence West along the River bridge and that the
line to the point of beg- - ty Clerk be instructed to take in many cases have led to compli
gining. And it was ordered that ' e matter up with the County1 cations which have proved fatal,
the number of this precinct shall, Commissioners ofMora County I have been requested to write a
be No. 17. and that the Bueye-- 1 immediately and report the re- - short article giving the parents
ros precjflcj; be changed to No. 18 suits of same to the Harding of the community an idea of this
THIS CREAM PRICE GUARANTEED FOR MONTH OF OCTOBER
The next matter to be dispo-- County Commissioners at their dreaded desease, so that they
might b familiar with its sympsed of was th appointment of next Regular Meting.
A petition from the citizens of toms and treatment, and the prothe following
Abbott J. R, MtKee, Justice Kephart and vicinity for a public phylactic measures to. protect
M. VTA.
X
of the Peace, and Clyde McCol-pi- road coming up for consideration their little ones and the community
from
ravages.
its
Constable, of Precinct No. 17 a public road was ordered creaI will give 'you a short item
Mill- s- C. J. McClure, Justice ted : Commencing at a point whYour Track .
Delivered Trinidad
of the Peace, and D. D. Hollipe-te- ere the present road from Kep- covering the subject, and the
EXPRESS PAID BY YOU
EXPRESS PAID BY US
Constable, of Precinct No. 4. hart to Koy enters the County of best of my knowledge in a conRo- y- F. H. Foster, Justice of Harding, crossing Carrizo Creek densed note.
To parcel post shippers we pay 42c and refund
Scarlet
fever
or
are
scarlatina
in
Section
CoPeace
Township
N.
of
22
the
21,
and Jas, Qamtaei,
IlUrvLfcl
half of the postage and pay the postage on CORRECT "
yet
peosame
we often hear
Range 2 East, and. thence along the
Uít0W5. of Precinct No. 3. -empty
can returned, which makes thetream
'
ple trying to differentiate be
TEST
Bueyero- s- Fnuicis
Garcia, the present line of travel to the.
delivered Trinidad.
45c
.
us
cost
acute
Justice Of the Peace, and David Town of Roy, and thé broper tween the two. It is an contaYour cream check will amount to about
DIRECT.
your
Ship
to
us,
cream
Martinez, Constable, of Precinct Road Authorities are hereby in- self limited disease, also
.
your
Why
profit with cream stations.7
split
can.
more
per
$1.00
i
structed to commence woi'k on gious and infectious. It usually
No. 18.
fever,
raphigh
commences
with
Mosquer-o- A. H. McGlothlin, the said road and properly reJustice of the Peace, of Precinct pair same at the earliest possible id poise and a fine red rash, sore
'
throat, and as a general rule,
moment.
COLORADO ,
No. 1.
"Always In the Lead"
TRINIDAD,
'
The next matter to come be- vomiting. One of the early
July 26th.
Meeting was called to" order fore the meeting was the road signs is a flushed face, while
the mouth and nose, is a
from Sawyers Ranch to Mosqueat 10.00 A. M. by Chairman
very
white
or pale area. It usu
:
ro and was so ordered
All members present
"
ally
children, but may ef-- 1
effects
frhe
Commencing
line
South
at
The Clerk was then instructed
bv the Chairman of the Board of of Section 33, Township 21, N, feet at any age. The infection
thiwyh the hose
County Commissioners to requ-- i Range 33, East and thence alo-e- Usually attacks
'
and
mouth
throat
and from
foil
road,
most
ing
travelled
the
the Secretary of State to
send weights, measures and bla- lowing section lines, to Bueyeros there is disseminated through
ROY, NEW MEXICO. November 5th., 1921.
nks pretaining to the Office of and thence south and west along the entire system. Inflama'tion
in
especially
the. ton
th throat,
the most .traveled ad accessible
Weights and Measures.
The next matter to be taken road to the David Hill and to, sus, is usuauy prononucea
The incubation period, which
up was the setting of the valua- Mosquero.
is
commonly
thought to be severbeing
no
busi
There
further
per
of
farming
land
in
tion
acre,
al
days,
is the period from
that
Harding County, whieh was set ness before the Board of County
exposure
time
the
of
until the
Commissioners,
meeting
the
at $7.50 per acre.
disease appears) ; is on th ' conThe Board then took up the then adjourned at 12 M.
trary very short, varying from
Signed :
valuation of horses, which. were
a few hours to a week, usually
F.
Gallegos,
E.
as follows:
days. The disease
Common Horses
$25.00 Chairman. Board of County Co- about three
may
start
with
a chill, high fevmmissioners.
Work Horses
45.00
vomiting
er
or
or
all three withAttest:
Common Mules
45.00
in
a
short
time
and
as a general
C.
Ernest Anderson,
Good Mules
75.00
fine
the
red
rash
appears
first
County
Board
Clerk,
150.00
Stallions
on neck and chest spreading rapStallions, Registered . . 350.00
idly ovr the entire body. The
Colts, past yearlings, . . 15.00
greatest danger is from colds,
The tfoard then took up the
nlargement
of the glands and
matter of establishing Road Dis- NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
of
the kidneys.'
tricts, and the naming of Road
Department of the Interior .
(Continued next week.) . .
Supervisors for the Districts as
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayfollows:
ton,
New Mexico.
L. II. Brock of Abbott was a
Road District No. 1.
September 26. 1921. business
To consist of Precincts One
in Roy last Wed
NOTICE is hereby given that nesday. visitor
and Two. John Mackey, Solano,
Mr.
Brock, reporjs
Pedro Narbais, of Solano, HarN. Mex. Road Supervisor.
everything
nicely in
progressing
ding County, New Mexico, who,
pur sister city, Abbott : ' j
Road District No. 2.
1
September, 15, 1916, and addl
ilk.
To consist of Precincts. Three. on
January
5,
1921,
Homemade
Five and Township 21 N. Range
stead Applicaton No. 022835 and
Bidsoii aaumii' éifl ys suaui
25 East of Precinct No. 6.
No. 027485, for SwVi-SSmiv 33av siift a"oh ut si
;aa;
SeVi
Road District No. 3.
'awnbso jo uaaSdsy 0 'mi
Sec. 13.
To consist of Precincts 17 and Swi4,, SwU-SSec 24. Swit-Nei.i. in
4. C. F. Leonhard, Mills, N. Mex.
Ed.
Grace
manager of the
Sec. 26.
28
Sec
Road Supervisor.
Wilson Co. Store at Solano was
Swii-Swi- i,
29.
Sec
Road District No. 4.
i,
Section 30 Tow- in Roy on business Friday.
To consist of Precincts Seven, and
18 N, Range 26 E, N. M.
nship
Eight and the balance of Precin- P. Meridian.
Mrs, W.. H. Hahn of Solano
ct Six. Tony Heiman, Albert, Has filed notice of intention to was in Roy Friday of this week
New Mexico. Road Supervisor.
make Final Three Year Proof, trading with our merchants.
Road District No. 5.
to establish claim to the land
To consist of Precincts Nine
FOR SALE: 32 Barrel stordescribed, before F. H.
above
and Ten. Jim Gailey, Mosquero, Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at age tank, brand new, never been
N. Mex. Road Supervisor.
his office at Roy, New Mexico, used. It is dust proof, will sell
Road District No. 6.
on the 16 day of Nevember. 1921 cheap if taken at once.
adTo consist of Precinct Eleven.
SAM STRONG,
names
as
Claimant
witnesses:.
Demitrio Cordova, Gallegos, N.
Dionicio Lucero, Hilario Luce- Roy, New Mehico.
Méx., Road Supervisor.
ro
and Juan V Lucero, of SoRoad District No. 7.
Dr. O. B. Moon of Mills, N. M.
lano, New Mexico, and Isidio
To consist of Precincts Twelve West of Roy, New Mexico.
was
a business visitor in Roy the
Thirteen and Fourteen. Leonzo
Valverde,
part of this week.
Paz
latter
naVegos, Gallegos, N. Mex. Road
e
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STYLE PLUS

CLOTHES

-

Give you distinction
in quality, fit and

--

--

e.

4,

Se-S-

:

Ne-Nwt-

--

4,

i,

,

e,

SMs-S- e,

We
workmanship.
are constantly receiving new patterns and
styles to please your
individual taste. One
price the world over.
30, 35, 40 Dollars.
Let us fit you today.

sea

HS

Seii-SwV-

k

Register.
.
'
Supervisor.
FOP SLE Care tractor
Road District No. 8.
Red cow.
LOST
27 with six disc Havy plow.
Fifteen spot in forehead-BrandeTo consist of Precincts
y
square Rodwick Lean Tanden Disc Har
"""J
raieen ana gi wk V,?"'n U!'vithin
compass
sholder,
on
row 10 it. cuts. 10 it Van
left
N .in. a. iku- - r
Grossant, ;Rosebud,
.. r;n
:
j..n -- tiI ill
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Ilcllli tillil
.
Ji.l. OUl.
i n
aa auperviSOI.
F.nrl Tnss Snlann. fillíiííliHnn
Wiil sell at a bargain.
-The next matter was of the
nA
n.
creation of a road from Rosebud g1522
p g BROWN MOTOR CO.
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The cctton market is strong and cotton is
vancing rapidly. All cotton goods aire affected
and ginghams, overalls, work shirts, hose, etc.
are going up in price. With our cash policy we
can give you the clsest prices at all times.

-J

FLOERSHEIM MERCANTILE CO. .:
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Captai A.' H. Hardy expert
shot of the world vvih cive a
3
was
bora
Hoggs
exhibition
genial
mill
of his skill in the
V.
G.
Ethel
'tree
our
Mamie
Jackson
-'
Roy
surand
boys
of
the
The
rounding community and maybe manager, returned Monday alter m Illinois, September i. ibbo meets oi noy next Monday isov.
some oiaer ones too treated Rov an extnded trip through the east, and was married to Ed. Williams 7th.
to fin old fashioned Halloween He reports things rather quiet, October 16. 1904 at Alva, Okla. .:
last Monday evening about 12 but. good chances of business! Three children were bora to Talk about a slash in prices;
jthis union, Don Orlande, Russeljjust read the R. P. Shaya two
picking up.
M.
Monday night a number of our Woodrow, and Harry Preston, all page ad in this weeks paper and
In fact the town was thoroly
decorated for thosewho rot uo young folks gathered at the pala-- 0f whom with their sorrowing you will be convinced.
She also
pnviv .inri camodnwn town before tial residence of Mr. and .. Mrs. father survive her.
.
.
TS
4
i.
11
J
il.
....i
pan oí good
n
were
urace.
masKeo.
tVK SALE
iwo
ner
up
mouier,
iatner,
anuiieaves
had
neighbors
hunted
their
costumes
to '.vork .horses, Weil broke, will
charming
very
ome
sisters
bp.lonirine-four
and vamoosed
brothers and
tJiwv
weigh 2800 lbs.; also an extra
home with them. The Floer- - vere worn. A good time was mourn her early death.
She was a loving wife ana good set of heavy work harness,
sheim porch was well suppfed had by all ( barring several slight
with wagons and other paraphan- - accidents sustained by Chandler companion a good mother and a him a practically brand new
alia, some of it m top of the roof Thomas Xvhb had the misfortune neighbor and best of all she was three and one fourth inch wagon
and the city tank was also&urly of getting slightly dampened), an ardent christian, and when Priced to sell as I do not need
well bombarded. Small out build- - The evening was a howling sue- - she saw death hovering over her. them.
CeSS.
sh Said, "ily trust is in Jesus.' HALIC M. WARNER, Route "A'
intra all fttmr itftur.n urpro ii)h'hn-neour school an on Sunday October 16, just
. Roy. N. M.
and some of them moved quite Nwiday. night
met
to
several
discuss
in
t0
and
death
her
dura
before
a distance by willing hands
Mr. and Mrs. I. S. Taylor of
ing the midnight hours A cream pedant issues. A quite heated while at a revival service she
argument
spent several days at
had
but
was
this
at
Springer
made the same statement.
station was established in the
been
Alldredge
no
have
home.
writing
casualties
E.
R.
children
the
and
,her
or
husband
square
and the school
Dublic
grounds were enlarged to quite reported. A number oi youp , 'mother, a broth p" pM
.people motored up to Roy Satiu-- were with her at 'th 'time of her
Fred Meffert is having his
an extent by the Iwys.
Some mischievous boy borrow-- , dav ni8ht to attend the masked death and she told them she was house in the north part of town
d
and other finish ball. Nevertheless to say ftlley reanv to meet her Maker.
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LOTS OF THINGS
ARE STARTED
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that are never finished, but, there never
was a thing finished that wasn't started.
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The sooner a thing is started, then the
sooner we Accomplish the Undertaking.
This applies in a special way to the opening of BANK ACCOUNTS. The sooner
the account is opened the sooner the funds
begin to accumulate; and while it is never
too late to be thrifty the earliest moment
you can begin will not be any ahead of

j

;

d

time.
You will agree with us, we arc sure, that
is the simple truth.
We are opening up new accounts every
day, let your's be next. You ran open up an
account for anv amount, and we pay interest on TIME DEPOSITS.
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CITIZENS' STATE BANK
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Mills, New Mexico.
The DANK of SAFETY and SERVICE.
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car- -

after; valves ground, new rings placed, crank
:shaft trued, or magneto adjusted on your FORD
o as to assure easy starting on these cool mor:
flings.
'
We are prepared to do any and all of
things
for you and can do them right.
these
"Many years experience in automobil work; and
"
. .
can repair any make of car.
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OUR
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T

FULL LINE OF MOTOR OILS

AND AUTO ACCESSORIES.
COMPLETE LINE OF FORD PARTS

FREE
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CRANK-SHAF-

SPECIALTIES.
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SERVICE GARAGE
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Raymond Pendleton, Mgr.
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Strictly Cash Basis
I appreciate the patronage given nc
the past, and earnsfly solicit it in the future, assuring you that I will endeaver to
give you SERVICE as in the past with a' guarantee, or refund yoúr money.
in

,
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Roy Trading Co.

Earl Cable shipped a car load to 12th. At that time a great
of cattle to Kansas City last 'effort will be put forth to inweek. Earl went along and will crease the circulation of all newsvisit his mother at Gaylord Kan- papers. People who have moved
from one town to another in re- sas on his return trip home.
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B. R. Reeder, Mgr.
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The First Tirite the Ole Depot Was BraggedAbout
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B. R. Reeder Feed Yard
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All

attend the Jackson Bros, sale,!
and get what this offers to you j
at your own price, dont forget
' '
the- date November 8th,
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By Charles Sughrrfe

KMICKIEJHE PRINTER'S DEVIL

Conditions have become such that I aci
unable to carry on my ' business by giving
...
credit to nfy customers.
conclu-skn
to
I
come
have
the
Therefore
that I must dj a cash business or deso
u niy establishment.
Begining November 10th. I will
pivc no credit, and ask that you do not ask
this favor, as I will be forced to refuse you.
It is necessary that I must have capita) to finance my business, and to do sot,
I must go on the
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

ROY'S NEW SCHOOL HOUSE.

SHAY A

R. P.

I.

DODDS

C.

UNDERTAKER
And
LICENSED EMBALMER

COMPANY

Full line of Caskets alwaysq on
hand, also suits and dresses.
Calls answered day or night
Phone No. 58
Roy, N. Mex.
Foster Blk.

FRIDAY m 01 ning, November
4th., our doors will be thrown
open promptly at 9 o'clock for
the big sale. Our circulars will
be mailed to you soon. Let us
know if you fail to get one and
we will mail it to you. The
prices are of vital interest to
you. Tell your friends and your
neighbors, LET'S GO.

NOTICE.
We can put your Fordson in
good shape for you while you are
laid up. we can rebore your
cylinders and fit you with new
pistons. Now is the time to put
your motors in shape.
F. S. BROWN MOTOR 00.

R. P. Shaya Co.

LOST One Federal auto tire.
Size 30x312; also inner tube.
Wednesday night Oct. 26th be
tween Mr. Flumans and 3 miles
south. Finder please notify me
and get reward.
E. S. CAMERON,
'
Roy, N. M.

HAY FOR SALE

I have Grama Hay, Blue stem
and Cane Hay, will sell it baled
bundled or loose, see or write:

Ernest Leatherman.

HUNTERS
Killing Antelope, and other game
on our lands, either owned or
leased by us, will be prosecuted
to the full extent of the law.
T. E. Mitchell.

are duty bound to spend your money at home.
Trade with your home merchant and save money

You

NOTICE.

Mosquero Abstract & Title Co.
(Incorporated and Bonded.)
ABSTRACTS FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON ALL
LANDS IN HARDING COUNTY.

We have a used car which la
in excellent condition with all
new rubber which we will sell at
a bargain.
F. S. BROWN MOTOR CO.

and the activities of the schools
there, in spite of limited and inconvenient housing temporarily.
The six school trucks are entire
ly inadeauate to the task of get
ting the children ipn from the
outlying country and evrey truck
is overloaded. It would require
at least seven trucks to do the
work properly. It it a Jong step
in- - advance from the days only
a. year or so ago when Fords,
teams, saddl ehorses, bicycles
and many on foot for miles, was
the only means of getting to
schoo land, at that in little rural
one room schools. Roy is setting the pace in school matters
for the small towns and she will
give to the world a better citizenry because of it. 'A county
seat is a cheap and worthless adjunct to a town that can make
a county high school all that it
ought to be. Fitting the rising
generation for the duties of citizens of the future is bigger business htan housing a few politi
cians and caring for the details
of the business of thé present.
Mora County Panograph.

Insurance of all kinds.
Special atter.lirn given to examining titles.
Conveyances.
Mosquero, Ne w Mexico.

.

L

(9) Minnie Hardin
letter.
letter.
(10 Bob Lyons
(11) Leo Hulburt
letter.
.
......
.11
u
11:
vie win sen at,l puunc aucuua
(12) Leo Hulburtt
letter.
Tuesday Mov. bin, uattie, Horses
(13) Marion Garrison letter.
Mules, Farm Machinery and houletter.
(14) Jim Pallas
se hold goods to the highest bidletter.
Ed. llildebrand
(15)
der, dont fail to attend, and reletter.
(16) Leo Hulburt
member, the daet, Nov., 8th.
(17) Marcelino Madrid letter.
Jackson Bros.
(18) Cliff Nichols
letter.
(19) M. II. Kellam
letter.;
"letter.
(20) Cliff Nichols
,
letter.
(21) Braden Keiser
(22) llarlev Reed
letter.
' (23) Harlcy Reed
letter.
The above letters will remain
advertised for fourteen days and
if uncalled for at the end of that
time will be sent to the Division
of Dead letters; San Francisco.
California.
li!
One cent postage due will be
collected on each of the above
letters when deli r red.
u us" run p
When calling for the above let;
ters please say "advertised."
William G. Johnson,
Postmaster, Roy, New Mexico.
.
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Red

AID

FOR

VETERANS

Cross

Provides

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
That, pursuant to a request from
the Board of Education of the
Friendly village of Roy, of the State of

New Mexico, a special bond election is hereby called in the municipal school district composed of
Army of Disabled.
the Village of Roy, in the Coun
ty of Harding, State ofNew MexBULK OF WORK BY CHAPTERS ico,
the territory thereto attached for school purposes, all of
which constitutes the territory
2,397 of These Are Helping
subject to the jurisdiction of the
Men Obtain BeneBoard of Education of the Village of Roy. of the State of New
fits U. S. Provides.
Mexico, and the same being commonly known as municipal school
Cross service alone,
Service of Many Kinds to

One field of Red

e

.man Is
and
will not reach the. peak beIs the assertion of
Government officials and that
2,397 Red Cross Chapters regard It
as their most ini(wrrtant work is evidence that the expansion is in nowise
confined to a particular section but is,
on fhe contrary, nation-widAt the
end of the fiscal year, June
there were 2(;,:!00 disabled service men
in the 1,092 United States Public
Health Service, Contract and Government Hospitals inri Soldiers Homes,
and that "number is increasing at a
,
rate of 1.C0O jv month. ,
Thousands of these men receiving
medical treatment, compensation and
vocational training from the Government today, started their efforts to
obtain them through the Red Cross
Chapter. The Chapter, acting ns the
disabled man's agent in claims against
the Government, informs the man as to
the procedure necessary to gain for
him that which is provided, him by
Federal statute. His applications for
compensation, medical treatment and
training are properly filed with the aid
of tlm lied Cross Chapter.
sen-ic-

probably
fore 19

30,-19-21,

Many Forms of Assistance

The Shaya sale is now in progress; everything is going below
cost. Ee sure and attend it and
secure some of the great bargains, they, are offering.
t

Many merchants find its attractive appearance an asset to their
i

Captain A. II. Hardy, the
famous shooting expert who will
give a demonstration on the
streets of Roy, next Monday,
See

business.

At the same time it solves their

November 7th.

delivery problem efficiently and
economically.
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The haulage cost it unusually low.
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Don't forget the big dance at
the Roy Theater on Wednesday
and Thursday evenings. The
dance will be given by the Catholic Ladies Aid and everyone
is invited to attend.
Work is progressing nicely on
the Roy High School Building.

j
3!

i

district number three of the
county of Harding, to be held on
Saturday, the 12th day of November 1921, at which election
there will be submitted to the
qualified electors of said municipal school district the following
question:
Question: Shall the Board of
Education of the Village of Roy,
of the State of New Mexico, incur a bonded indebtedness in the
sum of Fifteen Thousand Dollars
the bonds to mature thirty years
after issuance, but optional for
redemption at any time after ten
years, bearing interest not exceeding six per centum, per annum, for the purpose of constructing a achool building for
said district.
The following persons have
been duly appointed by the Mayor of the Village of Roy as judge
of election :
G. R. Abernathy,'
F. Hi Foster,

that of assisting disabled veterana of
the .World War, entails expenditures
M.000,000 greater than the aggregate
receipts of the Annual Koll Call of
1920, the Ameritan Ked Cross announces In a statement urging a widespread increase in membership at the
Annual Roll Call, November 11 to 24.
At the present lime National Headquarters and the nation-widchain of
Chapters of the Red Cross Is spending approximately $10,000,000 annually for the relief of disabled
men and their families, while the aggregate receipts from last year's Roll
Call were approximately $6,000,000.
It Is in the 2,289 of the 3,000 Red
Cross Chapters which still are helping
Roy
Post Office
New Mexico.
solve the veteran's problem of adjustThe following is a list of let ing himself to a normal civilian status
ters remaining in the Roy New that the greuter part of the cost of this
Mexico post office for more than service is borne. Of the total sum
spent
veterans' relief last year,
fourteen days prior to October NationalforHeadquarters
expended a to24th, 1921:
tal of more than $:,0tKUXW while the
(1) W. G. Connohan letter. remaining disbursement of approxi(2) Ben Sanchez
letter. mately $7,000,000 represents the con(3) E. A. Galloway
letter. tribution of Chapters in this country(4) Adolfo Baca,
letter. wide effort to assist the Government
(5) Elbert Green
letter. in providing the aid sorely needed by
(6) E. C. Fain . . ..letter. tliese men and their families.
Wr. Pittinger
An Ever Expanding Problem
letter
. . (7)
That the problem of the disabled
(8) W. D. Collier
letter.

I
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It was with the keenest pleasure we noted the progress on the
building of Roy's fine new $50,
000 school building last week,

ELECTION
PROCLAMATION
SCHOOL BOND ELECTION
SATURDAY, NOV. 12, 1921

FOR SALE OR TRADE

1

-

-

t

R. W. Boulware,
and the following persons have
been duly appointed by the Mayor of the Village of Roy, a9
clevks of election :
Floyd Ivey,

Albreto Branch.
The polls
said election will
be held at F. II. Foster's office
in said Village, of Roy and will
Ue open from nine o'clock &. m.
to six o clock p. m. on said 12th
day of November, 1921.
The ballots used at said election will be suppied by the village
clerk to the judges of said election and by. them furnished to
the voters.
At said election all men and
women of said municipal school
district, who are qualified electors therein, wil.be permitted to

fr

vote.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF:
the Mayor of the Village of Roy
has caused this proclamation to
be given and published this 28th
day of October, 1921
F. S. Brown,,
Mayor of the Village of Roy.
(SEAL)
.

,

Attest:
Frank L. Schultz,
Village Clerk.

-

If there Is delay before the man's NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
claim is 'acted upon, the Red Cross
Chapter lends the man money to meet State of New Mexico,
the imperative needs of himself and County of Harding.
SS.
his dependents.
Host vital to the man's gaining full
benefit from the Government's care Is
keeping his mind free from worry about
bis home. Keeping the veteran's fam
ily from hardship of every kind and
informing him of Its welfare is another province of the Chapter. Free
from fear on this score, the man's recovery and advancement usually is
rapid.
Every month during the last year,
the American Red Cross has given
service of one kind or another to on
average, of 129,215 former service- men
An Indication of
and their families.
the extent of the faith reposed In the
Red Cross Chapter isjo be found in
the fact that there were 350,544' requests for friendly aid In the solution
of personal problems.
448 Workers in Hospital
While the man prior to entering
Government care deals largely with tha
Chapter, afterward lie comes Into
with the sendee provided by National Headquarters. There are 448
Red Cross workers In the United
States Public Health Service nnd con

Attachment.

Roy Trading Company, Tlaintiff,
VS.
Elmer Scott,
Defendant,
In Justice of Peace Court . Precinct Number 3.
To Elmer Scott, defendant in
the above styled cause:
You are commanded by order
of the Court made and duly en
tered of record in the above entitled cause, to appear before the
Court on the 22nd day of November, A. D. 1921, at the hour
of 1.30 o'clock. P. M.,.to answer
in said cause why judgement
should not be rendered against
you herein.
And you are hereby nofiifed
that your proper i.y, iü the above
styled action has been attached,
and unless you so appear before
said Court at said time and place
judgment will be entered against
you, and said attached property
will be sold to pay said debt.
tract hospitals and other institutions J. B. Lusk, Attorney for Plain'

,.
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which these men are being cared
for, whose duty is to provide for his
recreation, help him with his compen
satlon claims, keep him In touch with
tus family ; in short, meeting his every
need outside of that provided by the
While these are a few
Government.
at the responsibilities of the National
Organization, they are by no means
all. Among other Red Cross accom
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pllshments for the year are:
It handled 70,732 allotment and al

Pure bred Roan Durham Bull
"WIHTECLOUD"
Will sell fer cash, or terms to

F. S. BI'OWN MOTOR CO.
liny. New M:xlco.
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THE WHITE
I
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Vegan, New Mexico.

suit the purchaser.
Trades on Marketable CatCan't
tle or hogs considered.
use him any longer with my
herd and is too good to ship to
market.
M.N. Baker, City.
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inwanee claims.
It delivered through Its Chapter op
63,055 allotment checks do
veterans who had moved from the addresses furnished to the Bureau of
War Risk Insurance.
It provided a special fund of $10,000
for medical assistance to men nndei
vocational training.
It made 32,495 loans totaling $450,000
ro men taking vocational training, ol
R5 per cent Uh bceti reoald.
gani-tntio-

n
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tiff.
J. G. Gambrel, Dept. Sheriff.

ONE DOLLAR
ANNUAL DUES IN THE
AMERICAN RED CROSS
MAKES YOU A

PARTICIPANT IN
RELIEF WORK FOR
.THE HELPLESS THAT
GIRDLES THE GLOBE.
ANSWER
THE ANNUAL
RED CROSS ROLL CALL
1921.
NOVEMBER
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A COATED TONGUE?

BABY

Southwest

Children's Laughter a Pleasing Sound
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Altoona, Pa. "I am writing to tell you what Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has done for me. We
had six children die almost at
birth. From one hour to nineteen days is all they have
lived. Before my next one
was born I took a dozen bottles of your Vegetable Compound, and I can say that it is
the greatest medicine on
earth, for this baby is now
four months old, and a
healthier baby you would not
want I am sending you a
picture of her. Everybody
says 'That is a very healthy
looking baby.' You have my
consent to show these few
Mrs.
lines to anybody."
C. W. Benz, 131 3rd Avenue,
Altoona, Pa.

'í

Mrs. Jansscn's experience of interest to childless wives.

Millston, Wis.-- " I want to give you a word of praise for your wonderful
medicine. We are fond of children, and for a considerable time after we
's
were married I feared I would not have any. I began taking Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound, and it strengthened me sol now have a nice,
strong, healthy baby girl. I suffered very little at childbirth, and I give all
the credit to your medicine, and shall always recommend it highly.' -- Mrs.
H. II. Janssen, Millston, Wis.
Pink-ham-

Mrs. Held of Marinette, Wis., adds her testimonial for Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. She says i
Marinette, Wis. "I was in a nervous condition and very irregular. My
My husband brought me one of your booklets
doctor advised an operation.
and asked me to try Lydia E. Pinnham's Vegetable Compound. It overcame
my weakness so that I now have a healthy baby girl after having been married nine years. I am glad to recommend your medicine, and you may use my
letter as a testimonial' Mrs. H. B. Held, 330 Jefferson St, Marinette, Wis.
There are many, many such homes that were once childless, and are now
blessed with healthy, happy children because Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound has restored the mother to a strong and healthy condition, as it
acts asa natural restorative for ailments as indicated by backache, irregularities, displacements, weakness and nervousness.
Women everywhere should remember that most of the commoner ailments
of women are not the surgical ones they are not caused by serious displacements or growths, although the symptoms may be the same, and that is why
so many apparently serious ailments readily yield to Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, as it acts as a natural restorative. It can be taken
with perfect safety and often prevents serious troubles.
Therefore if you know of any woman who is suffering and has been unable
to secure relief and is regretfully looking forward to a childless old age, ask
her to try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, as it has brought health
and happiness into so many homes once darkened by illness and despair.
k
upon "Ailments
Lydia E. Pinkham's Private
Peculiar to Women " will be sent to you free upon request. Write
to4The Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Massachusetts.
This hook contains valuable'information.
Text-Boo-

What to Take for

PIrdered Stomach

Take a good dose of Carter's Little Liver Pills
men taice z or ó ior a iew rugnra airer.

nk nTcn'r

i

You will relish your meals without fear of trouble to
follow. Millions of all ages take them for Biliousness,
Dizziness, Sick Headache, Upset Stomach and for Sallow,
Pimply, Blotchy Skin. They end the miuty of Constipation.
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An Opportunity.
Lemon Juice Now Powdered.
One of the newest fruit products
"I never saw the equal of those
is powdered lemon juice. It is pure Jagsbys next door," said Mr.
"They are always wanting to
Juice reduced to a perfectly soluble
powder. The process is said to be an borrow something.
I honestly bespray lieve we've lent them everything In
adaptation of the
method of reducing milk to powdered the house except the piano and our
form.
twin beds."
"I'm sorry you are so wrought up,"
A Lady of Distinction
"Mr. Jagsby has
said Mrs. Bibbles.
Is recognized by the delicate fascinat- just sent, over to know
ing Influence of the perfume she uses.
"Don't say it I Don't say It 1"
A bath with Cuticura Soap and hot
"If you have a few empty bottles
water to thoroughly cleanse the pores, you could spare, pint or quart size."
"Out of the way, woman I I'll take
followed by a dusting with Cuticura
Talcum powder usually means a clear, them over myself." Birmingham'
sweet, healthy skin. Advertisement.
Blb-ble- s.

well-know- n

If"

A Puzzling Case.
Every individual.
Every' individual has a place to fill
North "How Is Dobbs getting along
in the world, and Is Important In with his wife?" West "I can;t decide
some respect, whether he choses to whether he needs sympathy or advice."
be so or not. Hawthorne.

Katydid foretells frost and 'Tou
did" and "I didn't" foretell a domestic
ne.

When the contracting parties unite
In their efforts to make marriage a
success It Is seldom a failure.
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Never say "Aspirin" without saying "Bayer."

WARNING! Unless you see name "Bayer" on tablets,
you are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by
physicians over 21 years and proved safe by millions for
Colds
Toothache
Earache.

Headache
Neuralgia
Lumbago

Rheumatism
Neuritis
Pain, Pain

Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
Handy tin boxes of 12 tableta Bottle of 24 and 100 All druggitts.
( SallcjUcuU
Aaplrla la Ik trad, auk et Bsse ktairafactar et MoooaoetlcactoeiteT
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From All Over
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New Mexico
and Arizona
(Wntirn Newspaper Union Newt Serrlct.)

According to contractors there Is
more building going on in Mountalnalr,
N. 51., at the present time than any
time during the past five years.
Lyle Gray, aged 10 years, of Arte-siN.- M., was Instantly killed when
he was struck by a motor truck. The
boy, it Is said, attempted to cross the
street In front of the moving truck.
Forty convicts from the state penitentiary have been put to work on the
roads near ' Cimarron, N. M. It Is
thought that the gang will be kept in
this district until the first of the year.
T. II. Moen, local merchant and
rancher of Mora, N. M., lost about
$10,000 in n big fire which destroyed
nearly all the outbuildings on his
-

farm and a large quantity of hay and
onts.
Mrs. Tereslta Montoya,
aged 10"
years, dropped dead as she was about
to sit down at the dinner table at her
home in Albuquerque. She wus born at
Tome, N. M., and never hud been seriously ill.
If the plans of the committee In

charge of the arrangements are carried, out, Armistice day, Nov. 11, will
be observed
at Albuquerque, N. M
with the largest parade ever seen In
that city.
Lieut. Itobert Leslie Finch of Tempe,
will represent the state of Arizona at
the funeral of the unknown soldier in
Washington on Armistice day, according to an announcement made by the
governor's office.
With a total enrollment of 117 boys
and girls taken as the town runs, the
I'lmn United Boys' and Girls' Club of
Graham county, Ariz., makes the unusual record of completing 100 per
cent of Its enrollment.
The state road from Romerovllle to
Delia, near Las Vegas, N. M., which
has been In bad condition for the past
two years, Is being repaired by a crew
sent by the highway commission. This
road is part of the Ozark trail route.
It. J. Parsons, formerly chief clerk
in the office of the collector of Internal revenue at Phoenix, and later auditor of a Phoenix theater, has assumed his duties as assistant prohibition director for the state of Arizona.
State American Legion Commander
Dunne Bird appointed Charles W.
Hurt man of Thoenix to represent Arizona at the ceremonies at Washington Nov. 11, pertaining to the burial
of an unknown American who as a
member of the American expeditionary
force lost his life In the World war.
Fire, origin of which Is as yet unknown, totally destroyed the home of
Thomas A. French, secretary pf the
Arizona State Federation of Labor at
Phoenix.
French, his wife and stepdaughter, who were in the building at
the time, effected a narrow escape
from being consumed in the flames.
Nothing was saved.
The work of forming a grand lodge
of the Pythian Sisters of New Mexico
was completed when representatives
from all over the state met at Albuquerque for two days' session. The
address of welcome was given by City
Attorney Keleher and tills was followed by an address by Joseph Pies of
the Knights of Pythias.
Capt. E. M. Roblson of Flagstaff,
Arig,, commanding officer of the Battery A, First Field artillery, Arizona
National Guard, has resigned his commission In the guard, according to an
announcement made at the office ot
Adjt. Gen. Walter S. Iugalis. Captain
Roblson automatically retires from the
general staff on which lie lias served
for some time past.
Development work at the Carlisle
mine near ' Lordsburg, N. M., is progressing rapidly and plans are now
being made to sink the main shaft to
level. A large quantity
the 1,000-foo- t
of ore is.,alreudy on the dump for shipping.
The committee working on the new
railroad which is to be a southern outlet for the San Juan valley from Aztec, N. M., Is meeting with greut success and at a recent meeting turned
in over $80,000 in pledges. Farming-to- n
boosters also report good progress
in that section.
i The Agua Pura Company of Las Vegas, N. M., Is making plans for the installation of a chlorlnation plant for
'

the purifying of the water furnished
the city. The new plant will be in operation by the first of the year and
will insure the city of an absolutely
pure supply of water.
The State Corporation Commission
of Arizona denied the application of
the American Railway Express Company for permission to increase its
rates on Intrastate business. The company petitioned for permission to advance all class and commodity rates,
except those on milk and cream.
The mines of the Aztec Consolidated
Gold Company at Baldy, near Raton,
N. M., will soon be In operation again
and the officials of the company are
now making plans for the erection of
A
a mill of 200 tons daily capacity.
full crew will be employed during the
winter.
There Is more game In Arizona today than there has been In the past
ten years, according to Joe V. Proch-aska- ,
state game warden, who recently
returned from posting the game preserve In Greenlee county, on the
Apache national forest. ,

Wht It Meant
A bad breath, coated tongue, bad taste
in the mouth, languor and debility, axe
Usually signs that the liver is out of order.
At iuoh tunes one should take a pleasant
e,
laxative. Such a one is made of
e
leaves of aloe and put into
form bylDr. Pierce, nearly fifty
years ago, and sold for 25 cents by all
druggists as Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets.
8an Antonio, Texas "It gives me
pleasure to recommend Dr. Pierce's
Pleasant Pellets as doing what they are
advertised to do. I hare used them in my
family for nearly fifty years, with never-failiRev. John C. Groth,
success.
827 Denver Blvd.
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Next time you

want to concentrate on a piece

Formality Not Desired.
Suits $25. Formally $10.
He need not put on any dog with
us. Boston Transcript.
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Adv.

between your teeth.
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You naturally feel secure when you
that the medicine you are about to
take is absolutely pure and contains no
harmful or habit producing drugs.
Such a medicine is Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t,
kidney, liver and bladder remedy.
The same standard of parity, strength
and excellence is maintained in every
bottle of Swamp-RooIt is scientifically compounded from
vegetable herbs.
It is not a stimulant and is taken in
teaspoonful doses.
It is not recommended for everything.
It b nature's great helper in relieving
and overcoming kidney, liver and bladder troubles.
A sworn statement of purity is with
every bottle of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Rooknow

it's a wonderful help
in daily tasks and
sports as well.

E

t.

Hazards

disappear
and hard

places come easy,
for WRIGLEY'S
gives you comfort
and poise it adds

t.

If you need a medicine, you should
have the best. On sale at all drug stores
in bottles of two sizes, medium and large.
However, if you wish first to try this

the zest that

great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Advertisement.

Corncob Starters?

smoker.
He knew a lot
of people, but
we guess we can
risk sending out

little more
Edgeworth. It
a

column.

Probably they're worth samples of
Edgeworth in both forms Plug Slice
ana
In any case, we'll send you samples,
whether you have a good story to tell
us or not.
Edgeworth Plug Slice is shaped into,
Ready-Rubbe-

BOSCHEE'S SYRUP

quantities.
We will send you samples of both
kinds, postpaid.
Address Larus & Brother Company,
41 South 21st Street, Richmond, Va.
If
To Retail Tobacco Merchants
your jobber cannot supply you with
Edgeworth, Larus & Brother Company will gladly send you prepaid by
n
carton
parcel post a one- - or
ot any size of Edgeworth Plug Slice or
for the same price you
Ready-Rubbwould pay the jobber.
A tfTIHmC!
EMI I a
III

1 bo ral

profit. Stat

Lighting Co

To Mil
artlole uwd In ererj
tomo te small towns and rorai
eomniralitee. Quick ule ant
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age and experlenee. Doo
8. Lallla sL, Chicago, 1U
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Earning Her Title.
"A Yates Center woman," says Dick
Trueblood, "has to look after a sporting son, a gambling husband and a
painted daughter, and for that reason
the neighbors refer to her as The
Director of Sports.' " Topeka Capital.

Sure

Relief
r-

The" outcome of a new business
terprise depends on the income.

l2W Sure Relief

E

en-

LL-AN-

DYED HER SKIRT, DRESS,

S

INDIGESTION

FOR

EASY TO KILL

SWEATER AND DRAPERIES

Each package of "Diamond Dyes" contains directions so simple any woman can
dye or tint her worn, shabby dresses,
and
skirts, waiBts, coats, stockings, sweaters,
coverings, draperies, hangings, everything,
even if she has never dyed Before. Buy
"Diamond Dyes" no other kind then perBrUtltgthtCemUi
fect home dyeing is sure because Diamond V
Dyes are guaranteed not to spot, fade,
druggist
whether
streak, or run. Tell your
Ready for U.. B.tt.r Than Trapa
the material you wish to dye is wool or
Directions In U language In frerr box.
ilk, or whether it is linen, cotton or
Rata, Mlo, Coot roaches, Ant ana WatarbOfi
mixed goods. advertisement.
destroy food and propert, and are carriers ol

RMS
MICE

STEARNS'
ELECTRIC PASTE

Stearns' Electric Pasts (oros these pests
to ran (rom the building (or water and f resn air.
tocandlLN. "Money back If It fall."
U. 8. OoTernment boy 1U
disease.

easier for some men to sing
a hymn than speak the .truth.

It

Is

MOTHER, QUICK!

GIVE

Makes Fords Last Longer

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP

Advance Cork Insert Brake lining stops
the vigorous shaking that causes rattles and
facts the car to piece before iu time. Tell
your dealer to install k. VslaaUs Fri
russet.

FOR CHILD'S BOWELS

lk

g

Even a sick child loves the "fruity"
taste of "California Fig Syrup." If the
little tongue Is coated, or If your child
Is listless, cross, feverish, full of cold,
ADVANCE
or has colic, a teaspoonful will never
AUTOMOBILE
ACCESSORIES
fall to open the bowels. In a few
C0RÍ.
hours you can see for yourself how
1723 PraM. Armas, Chiearo
thoroughly It works all the constipation poison, sour bile and waste from
the tender, little bowels and gives you
a well, playful child again.
Millions of mothers keep "California
Fig Syrup" handy. They know a
Your Beauty
today saves a sick child tomorrow. Ask your druggist for genuine
Sean 25c, Ointmeit 2S and SOc, Talcna 25c.
"California Fig Syrup" which has diand
children of all
rections for babies
ages printed on bottle. Mother! You YOU CAN SAVE $5CM2
must say "California" or you may get By wewtriin jmt old
uto top f rmnw yoanwlf.
an Imitation fig syrup. Advertisement Wimut
thcM tveortirm
mad
to flt all mt k
modela of can. Aar éC 7C Sixioi
Bewhiskored old humbugs are more parson that eu drin a T
f J Funis Fast
It on. W
qmaUn mw4 tenlW wHfc
fnrai.h tMtrtjrtleM. Wt
popular than barefaced lies.
auwl tftfkm.
All tMsnbl.ta. Ill
no
mtak. fHtMaraWitt
Wm
Mus., rM aad nodal Busbar of rMtr Mr mai
qwnm ra aua pnas.
MnptM

Let Cuticura Be
Doctor
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Allays Irritation, Soothes and Heals
Throat and Lung Inflammation.
The almost constant Irritation of a
A dangerous ailment will mnke a
cough keeps the delicate mucous mem- man so careful that he lives to be 00.
brane of the throat and lungs In a congested condition, which Boschee's Syrup
gently and quickly soothes and heals.
For this reason It has been a favorite
household remedy for colds, coughs,
bronchitis and especially for lung
troubles In millions of homes all over
years,
the world for the last fifty-fiv- e
enabling the patient to obtain a good
night's rest, free from coughing, with
easy expectoration in the morning.
s
- SiJ I 6II --Bell-anYou can buy Boschee's Syrup wherever
X
A
i i r
medicines are sold. Advertisement

d.

flat, oblong cakes. Through these
cakes keen knives are run that cut
them into thin slices. In its box it appears a solid cake, but each slice separates easily from the cake and when
tubbed between the hands furnishes'
an average pipeload.
is exEdgeworth Ready-Rubbactly the same as Plug Slice, except
that it is rubbed up before packing.
Both kinds pack so well that they
light quickly and burn evenly to the
bottom of your pipe.
Edgeworth is sold in various sizes to
euit the needs and means of all purchasers. Both Edgeworth Plug Slice
are
and Edgeworth Ready-Rubbpackages,
Jacked in small, pocket-siz- e
Ín handsome tin humidors, and glass
i ara, and also in various handy

I
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Edge-wor- th

their letters, no
matter how well they speak of Edge-wort-h,
no matter how good are the
smokers' stories they tell us about
Mark Twain and others unless the
writers happen to say that they are
willing to have said letters published.
We ve heard quite a number of good
stories about pipe smokers, but there
must be a lot we haven't heard.
You may know some stories that
others would enjoy reading in this

1

SEALED TIGHT
KEPT RIGHT

If you can't have what you like, try
to like what you have.

seems to make
smokers
in a big majority of cases.
We promise
not to publish

for5c

r',..

Mark Twain's favorite pipe was a
corncob. Perhaps you've never heard

k.

2
2

a

The
Flavor
Lasts

Mark Twain's

We wonder how many, if any, of
Mark Twain's corncob starters are
alive today.
If there ever were any, we don't believe that a great enough number survive to overwork our mail-desWe're going to send samples of
Edgeworth Tobacco to any who send
us their names and addresses.
We're not going to ask them to produce the stems as proof.
We put writers on their honor.
In fact, we're inclined to send samples to all who write to us that, they
Knew me grana
old American
.humorist and

great deal

A

Who Were

together."

success.

means

No Show for Him.
"Is your husband much of a talker?"
"Really. I can't say. I never gave him
chance enough to determine."

how his new corncobs were broken in.
He said: "I get a cheap man a
man who doesn t amount to much
anyhow, who would be as well, or better, dead and pay him a dollar to
break in the pipe for me. I get him to
smoke the pipe for a couple ot weeks,
then put in a new stem, and continue
operations as long as the pipe holds

din
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Strong, Healthy 67 MILES PER GALLON MADE WITH
New Patented Gasoline Vaporiser
Eye. If they Tire,Itch,
Write (or Particulars
Smart or Burn, if Sore, Pukwana Vaporiser
Co., Pukwana, 8. Dsjt.
Irritated, Inflamed or
HtMOWO fcr Or. IWrr'S
tourESÉS Granulated, useMurine FRECKLES fotmvfir
Ointment - Vmm AnwclBt or fcf
vfck
atU. Sr.o, Pr. back. Ito. (T H.
often, Sooth.a, Refreah.au Safe for
at.
iWat auina Aim, CMow.Bn
Infantor Adult At all Druggists. Write for
Heme

free
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Pres., Mr. Holland of Mosquero,
V. Pres.. Miss Lola Newman of

VICINITY

5th.

Our editor tells us ihat when

FREE EXHIBITION !
EXPERT AND FANCY
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Capt. A. H. Hardy qmenver,colo.
Famous shooting expert
.Representing the Peters Cartridge Co.
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The exhibition will consist of Rifle and shotgun
work.

j

Captain Hardy will perform many wonderful feats, such as shooting a perfect profile
of a man or picture. Hitting targets thrown by
himself, Cutting cards edgewise with a revolver
and many other wonderful feats.;.
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Local dealers for Peters Shelisi and Cartridges.
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Turkey dinner will be served. Two fine prizes
in all.
deputy.
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homes in and near Alva Okla. tectl,on and the ire got to the er." "It put me back on the pay- ties m all classes of counties.
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CIHLD- Pfter being called here by the stacks on one side while he was roll." "I can eat whatever I want
REN.. SUCH AS. C:U il-- V GS. FISHat work on the other side.
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now." "I no longer suffer from NEW LIVE STOCK LOAN COM"
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OTHER
John Eddy, Nathan Eddy ac"I gained weight
indigestion."
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Mr. B. II. Newby of Albuauer- - rapidly." Thes and many more
eompamea uiem.
A sister of Mrs. Eddy's who que, New Mexico is the new book expressions are now heard daily
This will
(o get worth
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t
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lives in Mo. took two of the Eddy keeper at the Roy Trading Co. as neoule tell of their experinces
ioan cPtmpanAyn
while Xmas present;.! Tor í'ie famii iM friends'
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$500,000
.formed
cunaren nome witn ner to remain iir. Newby is an expert book- - with Tanlac
REFRESHMENTS SERVED THROUGHOUT
keeper and will be a valued ad
until their mother can better
Pharmacy. w uf. ""jneuiaieiy pam m.
meeting of live stock interests,
I'OTH DAYS.
vide for them.
dition to the Roy Trading Co.
bankers and other business men
Mrs. Eddy left Sunday for
Mrs. George Lewis is visiting
New Mexico,
Pueblo, tolo., alter selling her; FOR SALE OR TRADrciW relatives m Las Vegas this week. in Albuquerque,
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CHILLY FALL DAYS.
Tanlac has r.ade life worth
Eddie Siler is here from Glor-iettj
Hyatt was a basiness'sareof airy medicihwin the worfd'.lmg is being rapidly increased;.
N. M. visiting his parents caller at the S. A. Office this There is a reason- living for millions of people who
u
witlr
especially in
Are a constant reminder of the had almost given up hope. It Mr.and Mrs. T. E. Siler. Eddie week,
Fairview Pharmacy, the War Finance Corporation.
has grown so much in length
fact that heavy winter Suits and will do the same for you.
Fairview Pharmacy. and if possible is thinner than
Overcoats should be sent to us
'
when he went away. He says
for a thorough brightening up!
and a good steam pressing.
Editor Ogden of th eMora Pan-- that the mountains are so close
We completely sterilize the'tagraph is in Roy on business together over there that he cangoods and if fact give a fresh, this week. It looks like Bro. not spread out so perhaps that
clean appearance to the garment Ogden will soon be a resident of accounts for it all.
IT. B. Albertson the genial ediour little city again.
THE CITY TAILORS.
tor, was up from the county seat
N. A. Walker of Gladstone was Sunday night and until Monday
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Fairview. Pharmacy
The Roy Drug Store

A complete line of;
Drugs, Patent and Propriety Medicenes, Perfumes, Toilet Articles
and Stationery, Flashlights and Batteries, Candies, Cigars and Tobaccoa
Okeh Record", Kodaks and Eastman supplies.

Through this same space we
asked "AUwhose account was
past due to please pay "
We must either make collections or quit. We have decided not to quit. This applies
to YOU if yo.ur account is past
due, 30 days.

UP TO DATE

S. E. PAXTON GROCERY CO.

SODA FOUNTAIN
All the Popular Drinks and Ic is. Hot Drinks in
AH

the

sea-ro-

Magazines and Daily Papers.

ESTABLISHED! 1908

Dr. M D. Gibbs
(Proprietor)
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EVERYBODY INVITED

News stand,
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